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Abstract

Following ideas of Lurie, we give a general construction of equivariant elliptic cohomol-
ogy without restriction to characteristic zero. Specializing to the universal elliptic curve
we obtain, in particular, equivariant spectra of topological modular forms. We compute
the fixed points of these spectra for the circle group and more generally for tori.
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1. Introduction

The aim of this paper is to construct an integral theory of equivariant elliptic cohomology
for an arbitrary compact Lie group and prove some of its basic properties. In particular, this
applies to elliptic cohomology based on the universal elliptic curve over the moduli stack
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On equivariant topological modular forms

of elliptic curves, yielding compatible G-equivariant spectra of topological modular forms
TMF for every compact abelian Lie group G. The construction follows the ideas sketched
in [Lur09b] and builds crucially on the theory Lurie detailed in subsequent work. Addition-
ally, we show that circle-equivariant elliptic cohomology is symmetric monoidal, and use this
to compute the fixed points of TMF with respect to the circle-group T, identifying these with
TMF⊕ ΣTMF.

1.1 Motivation and main results
The G-equivariant complex K-theory of a point agrees per definition with the representation
ring of G. Together with Bott periodicity this gives, for example, KU even

T (pt) ∼= Z[t±1] and
KUodd

T (pt) = 0. The goal of the present paper is to repeat this calculation at the level of
equivariant elliptic cohomology.

The basic idea of equivariant elliptic cohomology is inspired by the following algebro-
geometric interpretation of the computation above: the spectrum Spec Z[t±1] coincides with
the multiplicative group Gm. Thus, for every T-space X, the K-theory KU even

T (X) defines a
quasi-coherent sheaf on Gm. In elliptic cohomology, one replaces Gm by an elliptic curve and,
thus, T-equivariant elliptic cohomology takes values in quasi-coherent sheaves on an elliptic
curve.

There have been several realizations of this basic idea. The first was given by
Grojnowski [Gro07] in 1995, taking a point τ in the upper half-plane and the resulting com-
plex elliptic curve C/Z + τZ as input and producing a sheaf-valued G-equivariant cohomology
theory for every compact connected Lie group G. This was motivated by applications in geomet-
ric representation theory (see [GKV95] and, e.g., [AO21, YZ17, FRV18] for later developments).
Another motivation was provided by Miller’s suggestion to use T-equivariant elliptic cohomology
to reprove the rigidity of the elliptic genus, which was realized by Rosu [Ros01] and Ando and
Basterra [AB02]. We do not want to summarize all work done on equivariant elliptic cohomology,
but want to mention Greenlees’s work on rational T-equivariant cohomology [Gre05], the work
of Kitchloo [Kit19], Rezk [Rez19], Spong [Spo21] and Berwick-Evans and Tripathy [BT21] in the
complex-analytic setting, and the work of Devoto [Dev96] on equivariant elliptic cohomology for
finite groups and its applications to moonshine phenomena in [Gan09].

Many more works could be named, but for us the most relevant work has been done by
Lurie in [Lur09b, Lur19]. The starting point is the definition of an elliptic cohomology theory,
consisting of an even-periodic ring spectrum R, an elliptic curve E over π0R, and an isomorphism
between the formal group associated with R and that associated with E. Lurie refined this to
the notion of an oriented spectral elliptic curve, consisting of an even-periodic E∞-ring spectrum
R, an elliptic curve E over R, and an equivalence between the formal groups Spf RCP

∞
and Ê

over R. Thus, we have moved completely into the land of spectral algebraic geometry, instead of
the hybrid definition of an elliptic cohomology theory. This seems to be of key importance in order
to obtain integral equivariant elliptic cohomology theories, without restriction to characteristic
zero. Following the outline given in [Lur09b] and extending work of [Lur19] from finite groups to
compact Lie groups, we associate to every oriented spectral elliptic curve E a ‘globally’ equivariant
elliptic cohomology theory.

To make this precise, we work with orbispaces, an ∞-category incorporating G-equivariant
homotopy theory for all compact Lie groups G at once, which was introduced in [GH07]. As any
topological groupoid or stack (such as the stack [X/G] associated to a G-space X) determines an
orbispace, they are a convenient source category for cohomology theories which are equivariant
for all G simultaneously, often called global cohomology theories.
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We construct from the datum of an oriented elliptic curve E over an E∞-ring R, for
any orbispace Y , a stack Ell(Y ) in the world of spectral algebraic geometry. For example,
in the case of BT = [pt /T], the stack Ell(BT) is precisely the spectral elliptic curve E and
Ell(BCn) agrees with the n-torsion E[n]. Moreover, for any compact abelian Lie group G
pushforward of the structure sheaf along Ell([X/G])→ Ell(BG) defines a contravariant func-
tor from (finite) G-spaces to quasi-coherent sheaves on Ell(BG). In particular, we obtain a
functor

EllT : (finite T-spaces)op → QCoh(E).

Thus, we obtain a derived realization of the basic idea of T-equivariant elliptic cohomology
sketched above. Taking homotopy groups defines functors ElliT = π−iEllT to quasi-coherent
sheaves on the underlying classical elliptic curve. Finally, to push the T-equivariant elliptic
cohomology functor into the realm of ordinary equivariant homotopy theory, we postcompose
EllT with the global sections functor Γ, to obtain a functor

ΓEllT :
(
finite T-spaces

)op → QCoh(E) Γ→ Spectra.

We show in Construction 9.3 that this functor is representable by a genuine T-spectrum, which
we also denote R. In particular, ΓEllT(pt) coincides with the T-fixed points RBT.1 This allows
us to formulate the main computation of this article, Theorem 10.1.

Theorem 1.1. Restriction and degree-shifting transfer determine an equivalence of spectra

R⊕ ΣR→ RBT.

Instead of an oriented spectral elliptic curve over an affine spectral scheme, we might also
directly work with the universal oriented elliptic curve. The associated equivariant theory has as
underlying spectrum TMF, the Goerss–Hopkins–Miller spectrum of topological modular forms.
Thus we may speak of a genuine T-spectrum TMF (and likewise of a genuine G-spectrum TMF
for all compact abelian Lie groups G) and easily deduce from our main theorem the following
corollaries.

Corollary 1.2. Restriction and degree-shifting transfers determine an equivalence of spectra

TMF⊕ ΣTMF→ TMFBT.

This coincides with the ring spectrum of global sections of the structure sheaf of the universal
oriented spectral elliptic curve. In particular, the reduced theory

T̃MF(BT) � fib(TMFBT → TMF) � ΣTMF

is an invertible TMF-module.

Corollary 1.3. Restriction and degree-shifting transfers determine an equivalence of spectra⊕
S⊂{1,...,n}

Σ|S|TMF→ TMFBTn
.

Note that this in particular amounts to a computation of the graded ring TMF∗
Tn(pt). The

previous corollary also implies a dualizability property for equivariant TMF, which is in stark
contrast with the situation for K-theory, where π0KUG = R(G) has infinite rank over π0KU = Z

1 We use the notation RBT for what is more commonly denoted RT, namely the T-fixed point spectrum, as
our notation both stresses the importance of the stack BT and avoids confusion with the function spectrum
Map(Σ∞

+ T, R), which we will also have opportunity to use.
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if G is a compact Lie group of positive dimension. More precisely, we establish the following result
as Corollary 10.5.

Corollary 1.4. For every compact abelian Lie group G, the G-fixed points TMFBG are a
dualizable TMF-module.

We conjecture that the corresponding statement is true for all compact Lie groups. For finite
groups, this is a consequence of Lurie’s tempered ambidexterity theorem [Lur19] in his setting
of equivariant elliptic cohomology.

1.2 The construction of Ell
Equivariant K-theory defines a contravariant functor, associating to each finite G-CW complex
X an E∞-ring spectrum KUG(X), based on the theory G-vector bundles. Moving to spectral
algebraic geometry, one can consider the covariant functor, sending X to Spec KUG(X). To make
the functoriality with respect to G more transparent, one can also use the ∞-category SOrb of
orbispaces as a source of this functor. The∞-category SOrb is defined as space-valued presheaves
on the global orbit ∞-category Orb with objects BG for every compact Lie group G. We will
give a precise definition in § 2.

Constructing Ell, there are several differences:

(1) our construction is based on the choice of an oriented spectral elliptic curve E over some
non-connective spectral Deligne–Mumford stack S;

(2) since we associate to the T-space pt the elliptic curve E itself (which is not affine), we can
only work with the covariant picture;

(3) most importantly, we do not know of a geometric construction of Ell.

As the target of Ell, we can choose any cocomplete ∞-category X with a functor from
S-schemes. In this paper, we will choose X to be an ∞-topos of sheaves.

To remedy the lack of a direct geometric construction of Ell, we will construct it in steps as
follows.

(1) We first define Ell on Orbab ⊂ Orb, the full subcategory on BG for G abelian. This is
essentially done by the formula Ell(BG) = Hom(Ĝ, E), where Ĝ is the Pontryagin dual of G.
To obtain the correct functoriality, we exploit the preorientation of E using categorified
Pontryagin duality, as explained in § 3 and especially Construction 3.8.

(2) We left Kan extend the functor Orbab → X first to Orb and then to SOrb = P(Orb).

While Kan extending from Orb to SOrb is dictated by our wish that Ell preserves colimits,
just Kan extending from Orbab to Orb may be more surprising: we let abelian information dictate
non-abelian information. The reasons are essentially twofold.

(1) If we do the same in the case of K-theory, we exactly recover equivariant K-theory. In some
incarnation, this result goes at least back to [AHJM88] and we will discuss it in more detail
in § 4.

(2) The resulting theory for non-abelian groups of equivariance has many good properties. This
was already outlined in [Lur09b] and will also be established in a sequel to this paper [GM].

1.3 Outline of the paper
We start with a section about orbispaces. We construct the ∞-category of orbispaces SOrb =
P(Orb) as presheaves on the global orbit category Orb, whose objects are the classifying stacks
BG for compact Lie groups G. Our treatment of this is∞-categorical and mostly self-contained.
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Section 3 is devoted to a general framework for constructing global cohomology theories
using a preoriented abelian group object in a nice ∞-category X . This is strongly inspired by
the sketch provided in [Lur09b]. More precisely, we associate to a preoriented abelian group
object a functor SOrb → X .

In § 4, we establish that the construction from § 3 recovers equivariant K-theory when applied
to the strict multiplicative group.

In § 5, we introduce our main example of a nice ∞-category X , namely the ∞-category
Shv(M) of sheaves on a given non-connective spectral Deligne–Mumford stack M. Moreover, we
give a precise definition of an orientation of an elliptic curve over such an M. While not necessary
for the definition of equivariant elliptic cohomology, it is crucial for its finer properties.

The actual construction of equivariant elliptic cohomology is given in § 6. From a preoriented
elliptic curve, we both construct a functor Ell : SOrb → Shv(M) and variants taking values in
quasi-coherent sheaves.

In § 8 we show that the resulting functor

EllT : (finite T-spaces)op → QCoh(E)

is symmetric monoidal. This is based on the orientation Ê � Spf RBT (if M = Spec R). A cru-
cial ingredient is the study of fiber products of the form Spf RBCn ×Spf RBT Spf RBCm . This is
done in the equivalent setting of coalgebras and their cospectra in § 7, employing essentially the
convergence of the Eilenberg–Moore spectral sequence.

Using the symmetric monoidality and the universal property of G-spectra as inverting rep-
resentation spheres (see Appendix C), we show in § 9 that EllT factors over finite T-spectra.
This allows us to use the Wirthmüller isomorphism calculating the dual of Σ∞T+ to compute
the dual of EllT(T), which is the key ingredient in the proof of our main theorem in § 10. Note
that while, by construction, ΓEllT(pt) coincides with global sections of OE and this is an object
purely in spectral algebraic geometry, we are able to use T-equivariant homotopy theory for its
computation.

We end with four appendices. Appendix A discusses quotient ∞-categories, which are used
in our treatment of orbispaces. Appendix B compares our treatment of the global orbit category
Orb with the original treatment in [GH07]. Appendix C gives an ∞-categorical construction
of (genuine) G-spectra for arbitrary compact Lie groups G and compares it to orthogonal
G-spectra, and uses work of Robalo [Rob15] to establish a universal property of the ∞-category
of G-spectra. Appendix D establishes some statements in spectral algebraic geometry that are
relevant for working with the big étale site.

Conventions
In general, we will freely use the terminology of ∞-categories and spectral algebraic geometry,
for which we refer to the book series [Lur09a], [Lur12], and [Lur16]. In particular, an∞-category
will be for us a quasicategory. One difference though is that we will assume all (non-connective)
spectral Deligne–Mumford stacks to be locally noetherian, i.e. they are étale locally of the form
Spec A with π0A noetherian and πiA a finitely generated π0A-module for i ≥ 0. Moreover, we
assume (non-connective) spectral Deligne–Mumford stacks to be quasi-separated, i.e. the fiber
product of any two affines over such a stack is quasi-compact again, and that all iterated diago-
nals are quasi-separated (i.e. n-quasi-separated in the sense of Definition D.1 for all n ≥ 1). As
discussed in Appendix D, these are mild conditions, which are usually satisfied in practice and
form the natural higher analogue of the quasi-separated-condition in classical algebraic geometry.
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If we write M = (M,OM), thenM denotes the underlying ∞-topos of the (non-connective)
spectral Deligne–Mumford stack M and OM its structure sheaf. In contrast, Shv(M) will denote
the sheaves on the big étale site (see Definition 5.3).

We use S as notation for the ∞-category of spaces and Sp for the ∞-category of spectra.
Likewise, we use SG for the ∞-category of G-spaces and SpG for the ∞-category of genuine
G-spectra (see Appendix C for details). We use the notation EBH for the H-fixed points of a
G-spectrum E for H ⊂ G. We will use P for S-valued presheaves. When speaking about
topological spaces, we assume them to be compactly generated and weak Hausdorff.

We will generally follow the convention that Map denotes mapping spaces (or mapping
groupoids), while Map denotes internal mapping objects; depending on the context, these might
be mapping spectra or mapping (topological) groupoids. This choice of notation emphasizes the
fact that we always work ∞-categorically, and that all limits and colimits are formed in the
appropriate∞-category. Moreover, we use |X•| as a shorthand for colimΔop X•. Regarding other
special limits, we often write pt for the terminal object of an ∞-category. Moreover, we recall
that every cocomplete ∞-category is tensored over S and we use the symbol ⊗ to refer to this
tensoring.

2. Orbispaces

In this section, we will introduce the particular framework of global unstable homotopy theory
we will work in: orbispaces. These were first introduced in [GH07], but we choose to give a
(mostly) self-contained and∞-categorical treatment. While philosophically our approach is sim-
ilar to [GH07], there are certain technical differences and we refer to Appendix B for a precise
comparison. A different approach is taken in [Sch18], where unstable global homotopy theory is
based on orthogonal spaces, which is in the same spirit as using orthogonal spectra to model
stable global homotopy theory. The orbispace approach of [GH07] and the orthogonal space
approach have been shown to be equivalent in [Sch20] and [Kör18]. Another valuable source on
orbispaces are [Rez14] and [LNP22], though beware that they use the term ‘global spaces’ for
our orbispaces.

We will construct the ∞-category SOrb of orbispaces in a three-step process. We will first
define an ∞-category Stk∞ of topological stacks, then define Orb as the full subcategory on the
orbits [pt /G] for G compact Lie and lastly define SOrb as presheaves on Orb. This requires first
recalling basic concepts about topological stacks, which we will do next.

We write Top for the cartesian closed category of compactly generated weak Hausdorff topo-
logical spaces. We will also be interested in the cartesian closed 2-category TopGpd of topological
groupoids, and we will typically write X•, Y•, . . . for topological groupoids, viewed as simplicial
topological spaces.2 Since we will also consider topological stacks, we will additionally need to
equip the category Top with a Grothendieck topology. While it is customary to define the cov-
ering sieves using open sets, one obtains the same topology using étale covers instead, as in
[GH07].

We write Gpd for the 2-category of groupoids. This is an example of a (2, 1)-category,
i.e. a 2-category whose 2-morphisms are invertible. We will view (2, 1)-categories implicitly as

2 The topological groupoid Map
TopGpd

(Y•, X•) of maps has as its objects space the space of enriched functors

and as morphism space the space of enriched natural transformations. Their definition is analogous to that for
classical groupoids, e.g. the space of enriched functors is the evident subspace of the product of Map

Top
(Y0, X0)

and Map
Top

(Y1, X1). Here the mapping spaces are equipped with the compact-open topology. This is a special

case of the cartesian closedness of internal categories [nLa20].
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∞-categories via their Duskin nerve and refer to [GHN17, Appendix A] and [Lur20, § 2.3 009P]
for details. More generally, a weak (2, 1)-category can be viewed as an∞-category via its Duskin
nerve, and an ∞-category arises in this way if and only if it is a 2-category in the sense of
[Lur09a, § 2.3.4]; that is, the inner horn liftings are unique in dimensions greater than 2 (see
[Dus02, Theorem 8.6]).

For us, a topological stack will mean a sheaf of groupoids on Top, in the sense of higher
category theory.3 In order to avoid universe issues we must index our stacks on a small full
subcategory of Top′ ⊂ Top. We suppose that it contains up to homeomorphism all countable
CW-complexes and, furthermore, that it is closed under finite products and subspaces. The
particular choice of indexing category is not very relevant for our purposes. We will assume in
doubt that the object and morphism space of every topological groupoid is in Top′.

Definition 2.1. A topological stack is a functor X : Top′ op → Gpd which satisfies the sheaf
condition; that is, for all T ∈ Top′ and all coverings p : U → T in Top′, the canonical map

X(T ) �� lim{X(U) ���� X(U ×T U)
������ X(U ×T U ×T U)}

is an equivalence. The 2-category of stacks is the full subcategory

Stk ⊂ Pre Stk = Fun(Top′ op, Gpd)

of the 2-category of prestacks (that is, presheaves of groupoids on topological spaces).

Our actual interest is in an ∞-categorical quotient of the 2-category of topological stacks,
which we denote Stk∞ and refer to as the ∞-category of ‘stacks modulo homotopy’. The idea
is to view the 2-category of topological stacks as enriched over itself via its cartesian closed
(symmetric) monoidal structure, and then to use the realization functor | − | : Stk→ S to change
enrichment (see [GH07] for a more precise formulation along this line). What this essentially
amounts to is imposing a homotopy relation upon the mapping spaces, which motivates our
implementation of this idea.

Definition 2.2. The∞-category Stk∞ (respectively, Pre Stk∞) is the quotient of the 2-category
Stk of topological stacks (respectively, the 2-category Pre Stk of topological prestacks) induced by
the action of the standard cosimplicial simplex Δ•

Top : Δ→ Top.4 Heuristically, this ∞-category
has the same objects, with mapping spaces

Map(X, Y ) � |MapPreStk(X ×Δ•
Top, Y )|.

Composition uses that geometric realizations commute with finite products and the diagonal
map Δ•

Top → Δ•
Top ×Δ•

Top. See Construction A.6 for details of this construction.

Remark 2.3. The definition is motivated by the following observation: if we take the quotient
of the 1-category of CW-complexes by the action of the cosimplicial simplex Δ•

Top : Δ→ Top,
we obtain the ∞-category S of spaces. Taking homwise Sing of the topological category of
CW-complexes, we obtain a simplicial category C, which is equivalent to the simplicial cate-
gory of Kan complexes. Moreover, the quotient category we are considering is, by definition,
colimΔop NC•, where Cn is the category obtained from taking the n-simplices in each mapping
space and the colimit is taken in Cat∞. That this agrees up to equivalence with N cohC � S
can be shown analogously to Corollary B.3.

3 Often, topological stacks only refers to those stacks that admit an atlas, i.e. those that can be represented by a
topological groupoid. While these examples are all we care about, we find it unnecessary to restrict to these from
the outset.
4 Here and in the following we regard topological spaces as topological stacks via their representable functors.
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Remark 2.4. The assignment X �→ MapStk∞(pt, X) is one way to assign a homotopy type to a
topological stack. For alternative treatments we refer to [GH07], [Noo12], and [Ebe09]; geometric
applications have been given in [Car16]. Given a presentation of a topological stack by a topolog-
ical groupoid, all of these sources show the equivalence of the homotopy type of the stack with
the homotopy type of the topological groupoid. As we will do so as well in Proposition 2.11, our
approach is compatible with the cited sources.

An especially important class of stacks for us will be orbit stacks.

Definition 2.5. A topological stack X is an orbit if there exists a compact Lie group G and
an equivalence of topological stacks between X and the stack quotient [pt /G].

Remark 2.6. Given a compact Lie group G, we write BG for the stack of principal G-bundles.
This is an orbit stack, as a choice of basepoint induces an equivalence of topological stacks
[pt /G] � BG, and all choices of basepoint are equivalent. We will typically write BG for an
arbitrary orbit stack; strictly speaking, however, one cannot recover the group G from the stack
BG without a choice of basepoint, in which case G � ΩBG.

The reason we are primarily concerned with orbit stacks is that they generate the∞-category
of orbispaces [GH07].5 One should think of an orbispace as encoding the various ‘fixed point
spaces’ of a topological stack, just as the equivariant homotopy type of a G-space is encoded by
the fixed point subspaces, ranging over all (closed) subgroups H of G. Since topological stacks
are typically not global quotient stacks, one cannot restrict to subgroups of one given group, but
simply indexes these spaces on all compact Lie groups, regarded as orbit stacks. These are the
objects of the ∞-category Orb of orbit stacks.

Definition 2.7. The global orbit category Orb is the full subcategory of the∞-category of Stk∞
on those objects of the form BG, for G a compact Lie group.

Definition 2.8. An orbispace is a functor Orbop → S. The ∞-category of orbispaces is the
∞-category SOrb = Fun(Orbop,S) of functors Orbop → S.

Remark 2.9. The Yoneda embedding defines a functor

Stk∞ → SOrb, X �→ (BG �→ MapStk∞(BG, X)).

In this way, we may associate to every stack an orbispace in a canonical and functorial way.
In particular, when later defining cohomology theories for orbispaces, these will also determine
cohomology theories for topological stacks.

In order to understand the ∞-category of orbispaces, we must first understand the mapping
spaces in Orb or more generally mapping spaces in Stk∞. As with almost any computation about
stacks, this is done by choosing presentations of the relevant stacks: given a topological groupoid
X•, we denote the represented prestack the same way and obtain a stack X†

• by stackification.
We view X• as a presentation of the associated stack. The example we care most about is the
presentation {G→→ pt} of BG.

One thing a presentation allows us to compute is the homotopy type of a stack, based on
the homotopy type of a topological groupoid: for a topological groupoid X•, we consider the
space |X•| arising as the homotopy colimit colimΔop X• or, equivalently, as the fat realization

5 The theory in [GH07] allows for an arbitrary family of groups, but we will only consider the case of the fam-
ily of compact Lie groups. We allow morphisms between orbit stacks do be induced by arbitrary continuous
homomorphisms, as these are automatically smooth [Fer98, Theorem 3.7.1].
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of X• (cf. Appendix B). While the following two results are not strictly necessary to understand
Orb, they are reassuring pieces of evidence that our notion of mapping spaces between topological
stacks is ‘correct’.

Lemma 2.10. Let X• be a topological groupoid. There are natural weak equivalences of spaces

|X•| � |MapPre Stk(Δ
∗
Top, X•)| � MapPre Stk∞(pt, X•),

where the geometric realization in the middle is with respect to ∗.
Proof. By the Yoneda lemma, the space of maps from Δn

Top to X• in PreStk is naturally
equivalent to X•(Δn

Top) (where we view a groupoid via the nerve as an object in S). This,
in turn, is represented by the simplicial set HomTop(Δn

Top, X•) = (Sing X•)n. Since every sim-
plicial set is the homotopy colimit along Δop of its levels, we obtain X•(Δn

Top) � |(Sing X•)n|.
Thus,

|MapPreStk(Δ
∗, X•)| � ‖(Sing X•)∗‖,

where the inner realization is with respect to • and the outer with respect to ∗.6
To obtain the first equivalence in the statement, we just have to use the natural equivalence

|(Sing Xn)∗| → Xn for every n and that the order of geometric realization does not matter (as
these are just colimits over Δop).

The second equivalence in the statement of the lemma holds by definition. �
Proposition 2.11. Let X• be a topological groupoid. Then there is a natural equivalence
|X•| � MapStk∞(pt, X†

•).

Proof. We recall from [GH07, § 2.5] that there is a class of fibrant topological groupoids.
Moreover, there is a fibrant replacement functor X• → fib(X•), which induces by [GH07,
Proposition 3.7] an equivalence X†

• → fib(X•)†. By [GH07, § 3.4], this implies that |X•| →
|fib(X•)| is an equivalence. This reduces the statement of the proposition to the class of
fibrant topological groupoids X•. By [GH07, § 3.3], fib(X•)→ fib(X•)† induces an equivalence
on paracompact spaces such as Δn

Top.
Thus,

Map
Stk∞

(pt, X†
•) � |MapStk(Δ

n
Top, X

†
•)| � |MapPreStk(Δ

n
Top, X•)|.

Lemma 2.10 gives MapPreStk(Δn
Top, X•) � |X•|, finishing the proof. �

We are now ready to calculate the mapping spaces in Orb. In the proof, we will use a concept
of interest in its own right, namely action groupoids: given a topological group G and a G-space
X, the action of G on X may be encoded via a topological groupoid, called the action groupoid,
which we will denote by {G×X →→X}, where one of the arrows is the projection and the other
is the action.

Proposition 2.12. For compact Lie groups G and H, there is a chain of equivalences

MapOrb(BH,BG) � |Map
TopGpd

(H →→ pt, G→→ pt)| � MapLie(H, G)hG,

which is natural in morphisms of compact Lie groups. Here, the action of G on the homo-
morphisms is by conjugation.

6 We stress that the double bars stand here for an iterated geometric realization and not for a fat geometric
realization.
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Proof. By Lemma B.5, there is a natural equivalence

MapOrb(BH,BG) � |Map
TopGpd

(H →→ pt, G→→ pt)|.

One easily calculates that the mapping groupoid Map
TopGpd

(H →→ pt, G→→ pt) is isomorphic to
the action groupoid {MapLie(H, G)×G→→ MapLie(H, G)}, with the action given by conjugation.
As the realization of an action groupoid is the homotopy quotient, the result follows. �

Remark 2.13. An alternative approach to prove Proposition 2.12 would be to use fibrant topolog-
ical groupoids again as in the proof of Proposition 2.11. There is no reason to expect in general
an equivalence between MapStk∞(X†

•, Y
†
• ) and |Map

TopGpd
(X•, Y•)| if Y• is not fibrant and one

should rather consider derived mapping groupoids between topological groupoids as in [GH07].
The special feature we used in the preceding proposition is that the object space of the source
is contractible.

Remark 2.14. Denote by CptLie the topological category of compact Lie groups, which we view
as an∞-category. We claim that the association G �→ BG defines an equivalence CptLie→ Orb∗,
where BG is equipped with the base point coming from the inclusion of the trivial group into G.

To see this, we first invoke Proposition 2.12, which implies the existence of a functor CptLie→
Orb ⊂ Stk∞ which sends G to BG.

Since pt is an initial and terminal object of CptLie, we see that CptLie is naturally a pointed
∞-category, and the functor CptLie→ Orb therefore factors through the projection Orb∗ → Orb.
The equivalence CptLie � Orb∗ now follows from direct calculation: the diagram

MapCptLie(H, G) ��

��

MapCptLie(H, G)hG ��

��

BG

��
MapOrb∗(BH,BG) �� MapOrb(BH,BG) �� MapOrb(pt,BG)

defines a morphism of fiber sequences in which the middle and rightmost vertical maps are
equivalences. It follows that the leftmost vertical map is also an equivalence.

We conclude this section with a couple of observations about the relationship between orbis-
paces and G-spaces. Above we have defined for a topological group G and a G-space X an
action groupoid. This is functorial in morphisms of G-spaces: given a second G-space Y and a
G-equivariant map Y → X, we obtain a morphism of action groupoids

{G× Y →→Y } → {G×X →→X}

by applying f : Y → X on the level of objects and (idG, f) : G× Y → G×X on the level of
morphisms. Moreover, the resulting functor TopG → TopGpd is compatible with the topological
enrichment. However, it is not fully faithful unless G is trivial, as morphisms of topological
groupoids need not be injective on stabilizer groups. This is remedied by insisting that the
functors are compatible with the projection to {G→→ pt}.

Proposition 2.15. The action groupoid functor TopG → TopGpd, for any topological group G,
factors through the projection TopGpd/{G→→ pt} → TopGpd, and the induced functor

TopG → TopGpd/{G→→ pt}

is fully faithful (even as a functor of topologically enriched categories).
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Proof. Let X and Y be topological spaces equipped with an action of the topological group G.
The space of topological groupoid morphisms between the associated topological groupoids is
the subspace of the product

Map
Top

(Y, X)×Map
Top

(G× Y, G×X)

consisting of those maps which are compatible with the groupoid structure as well as the projec-
tion to {G→→ pt}. These conditions are exactly what is needed to ensure that for an allowed pair
(f, h), the map h is determined by f and f is G-equivariant: writing Map

Top
(G× Y, G×X) ∼=

Map
Top

(G× Y, G)×Map
Top

(G× Y, X), we see that the map G× Y → G must be the projection
in order to be compatible with the map down to {G→→ pt}. Moreover, in order to be compatible
with the groupoid structure, the map G× Y → X must factor as the composite of the projection
G× Y → Y followed by f and the map f must be equivariant. It is straightforward to verify
that the topologies agree. �

To deduce a corresponding∞-categorical statement would require to compare the associated
∞-category of a slice category with the slice category in an associated ∞-category. As checking
the necessary fibrancy conditions would take us too far afield, we will rather cite the following
result from [LNP22, Lemma 6.13], where a more ∞-categorical proof was given. For a compact
Lie group G, we denote by OrbG the ∞-category associated to the full topological subcategory
of G-spaces on the G/H for H ⊂ G a closed subgroup.

Proposition 2.16. Given a compact Lie group G, there is a fully faithful embedding

OrbG → Orb/BG, G/H �→ (BH → BG),

with essential image those morphisms that are representable, i.e. correspond to inclusions of
subgroups.

Call more generally a morphism X → Y in SOrb representable or faithful if is right orthogonal
to BG→ BG/K for all closed normal subgroups K ⊂ G for all compact Lie groups G, i.e. we
have an essentially unique lift in every diagram as follows.

BG

��

�� X

��
BG/K ��

���
�

�
�

�

Y

Intuitively, this means that X → Y is injective on all automorphism groups of points of these
stacks. It was observed in [Rez14, Example 3.4.2] and proven in [LNP22, Proposition 6.14] that
indeed a morphism BH → BG is representable if and only if it corresponds to an injection
H → G.

Recall that a factorization system in an ∞-category C consists of two classes of morphisms,
L and R, that are orthogonal to each other and such that every morphism in C factors as fg
with f ∈ L and g ∈ R (see [Joy08, § 24] and [Lur09a, § 5.2.8] for details). Similar statements to
the following were already considered in [Rez14] and [LNP22].

Lemma 2.17. There exists a factorization system (L, R) on SOrb such that R consists exactly
of the representable morphisms and every quotient map BG→ BG/K, for K ⊂ G closed, lies
in L. This factorization system restricts to Orb.
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Proof. Let S be the set of morphisms BG→ BG/K for closed subgroups K ⊂ G. By [Lur09a,
Proposition 5.5.5.7], there exists a factorization system (L, R) on SOrb such that L is the satu-
ration of S and R consists of those morphisms that are right-orthogonal to L (or, equivalently,
to S). By definition, these are exactly the representable morphisms.

In Orb, we can factor a morphism BG→ BH corresponding to a group homomorphism
ϕ : G→ H as BG→ B(G/ ker(ϕ)) � B im(ϕ)→ BH. The first arrow lies in L and the second
in R; thus, the factorization system restricts. �
Lemma 2.18. Let (L, R) be a factorization system on an ∞-category C and let X ∈ C be an
object. Let D ⊆ C be a full subcategory such that every morphism D → X with D ∈ D factors

as D
f−→ D′ g−→ X with D′ ∈ D, f ∈ L and g ∈ R. Then the inclusion of the full subcategory of

D/X on the morphisms Y → X lying in R is final.7

Proof. Consider for every f : Y → X with Y ∈ D, the full subcategory E of (D/X)f/ on those
factorizations

Y
g

���
��

��
��

f
�� X

Z

h
���������

with h ∈ R. We have to show that E is contractible. Choose a factorization Y
l−→ T

r−→ X with
T ∈ D, l ∈ L, and r ∈ R. We claim that this is terminal in E . Equivalently, the space of dashed
arrows in

Y
g

��

l
��

Z

h
��

T

���
�

�
� r �� X

is contractible. However, this is part of the statement that L and R are orthogonal. �
As in Appendix C, we write SG for the ∞-category of G-spaces. By Elmendorf’s theorem,

there is an equivalence of ∞-categories SG �−→ P(OrbG) which associates to a G-space to its
diagram of fixed point spaces. The following result was already observed with a different proof
in [Rez14, Proposition 3.5.1].

Proposition 2.19. For any compact Lie group G, the functor

SG � P(OrbG)→ P(Orb/BG) � P(Orb)/BG = (SOrb)/BG,

induced by left Kan extending along the embedding OrbG → Orb/BG from Proposition 2.16, is
fully faithful, with essential image the representable maps X → BG.

Proof. The equivalence P(Orb/BG) � P(Orb)/BG is formal. Moreover, since OrbG → Orb/BG

is fully faithful, so is P(OrbG)→ P(Orb/BG). Since mapping out of any BH in SOrb =
P(Orb) is colimit-preserving, the class of representable morphisms is closed under colimits in
P(Orb)/BG. Since the image of OrbG in Orb consists of representable morphisms, the image of

7 There is, unfortunately, no uniform terminology for final/cofinal functors. We use final for what is called cofinal
in [Lur09a], i.e. for functors that induce an equivalence of colimits indexed by the source and target ∞-categories.
This is compatible with the terminology in [Joy08] and [Cis19].
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P(OrbG)→ P(Orb)/BG consists of representable morphisms as well. It remains to show that
every representable morphism lies in the image.

Let X → BG be representable. Restricting X ∈ P(Orb/BG) to the subcategory of
representables Orbrep

/BG and left Kan extending again, results in the morphism

colim(BH→BG)∈(Orbrep
/BG

)/X
BH → colim(BH→BG)∈(Orb/BG)/X

BH � X,

approximating X as a colimit of representable orbits BH over BG. Thus, it suffices to show that
(Orbrep

/BG)/X is final in (Orb/BG)/X . This follows from Lemma 2.18 and the following observa-
tion: given any BH → X, factor BH → X → BG as BH → BH/Q→ BG with BH/Q→ BG
representable, resulting in the following diagram.

BH ��

��

X

��
BH/Q �� BG

Since X → BG is representable, we obtain a lift BH/Q→ X, which is automatically repre-
sentable as well. This gives the required factorization BH → BH/Q→ X. �

Recall that given a G-space X, we can define the stack quotient [X/G] as the stackification
of the action groupoid or, equivalently, as the classifying stack for G-principal bundles with a
G-equivariant map to X. Every G-homotopy equivalence induces an equivalence between the
corresponding stack quotients in Stk∞ and, thus, sending a G-CW-complex X to [X/G] defines
a functor SG → Stk∞.

Proposition 2.20. For every compact Lie group G, the functor SG → Stk∞ → SOrb, which
sends X to [X/G], preserves colimits. In particular, the resulting functor SG → (SOrb)/BG agrees
with that considered in Proposition 2.19.

Proof. We need to show that MapStk∞(BH, [−/G]) : SG → S preserves colimits for every
compact Lie group H. Letting H vary, this implies that the functor

SG → Stk∞ → SOrb, X �→ [X/G]

preserves colimits.
Let X be a G-space and Φ: BH → BG be a map in Stk∞, which after choice of basepoints

corresponds to a homomorphism ϕ : H → G. As in the proof of Lemma B.5, one shows using
that all principal bundles on Δn are trivial that the natural maps

MapTopGpd /(G→→ pt)(H ×Δn →→Δn, G×X →→X)→ MapStk /BG(BH ×Δn, [X/G])

are equivalences of (discrete) groupoids for all n. After geometrically realizing the resulting
simplicial objects, the right-hand side becomes Map(Stk∞)/BG

(BH, [X/G]), while we can identify
the left-hand side with the space of ϕ-equivariant maps pt→ X (using essentially the argument
of Proposition 2.15). This, in turn, is the same as the im(ϕ)-fixed points of X. As a colimit of
G-spaces induces a colimit of im(ϕ)-fixed points, the functor Map(Stk∞)/BG

(BH, [−/G]) : SG → S
preserves colimits. As it is the fiber of MapStk∞(BH, [−/G])→ MapStk∞(BH,BG) over Φ, we
see that MapStk∞(BH, [−/G]) preserves colimits as well.

The last point follows since the functor OrbG → Orb→ SOrb agrees with X �→ [X/G] and a
colimit-preserving functor from SG � P(OrbG) is determined by its restriction to OrbG. �
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3. Abelian group objects in ∞-categories

The goal of this section is to construct from any preoriented abelian group object in a suitable
∞-category X a colimit-preserving functor SOrb → X . We achieve this in Construction 3.13,
which is the basis for our construction of equivariant elliptic cohomology.

To start, we consider for an ∞-category X with finite products the ∞-category Ab(X ) of
abelian group objects in X . We caution the reader that ‘abelian group object’ is meant in the
strict sense as opposed to the more initial notion of commutative (that is, E∞) group object.
In order to make this precise, it is convenient to invoke the language of universal algebra. We
refer the reader to [Lur09a, § 5.5.8] or [GGN15, Appendix B] for relevant facts about Lawvere
theories in the context of ∞-categories.

Let TAb denote the Lawvere theory of abelian groups, which we regard as an ∞-category.
That is, T op

Ab ⊂ Ab = Ab(Set) is the full subcategory of abelian groups (in sets) consisting of the
finitely generated free abelian groups. A skeleton of TAb is given by the ∞-category with object
set N and (discrete) mapping spaces

Map(q, p) ∼= MapAb(Z
p, Zq) ∼= (Zq)×p.

Definition 3.1. Let X be an ∞-category. The ∞-category Ab(X ) of abelian group objects in
X is the ∞-category FunΠ(T op

Ab ,X ) of finite-product-preserving functors from TAb to X .

In particular, if X is the ordinary category of sets, then Ab(X ) � Ab recovers the ordinary
category of abelian groups. However, we will be primarily interested in the case in which X is
an ∞-topos, such as the ∞-category S of spaces, or sheaves of spaces on a site.

Remark 3.2. It is important to note that Ab(S) is not equivalent to the∞-category of (grouplike)
E∞-spaces since TAb is a full subcategory of the ordinary category of abelian groups. Should
one need to consider this ∞-category, one would instead start with the Lawvere theory TE∞
of (grouplike) E∞-spaces. Rather, Ab(S) is equivalent to the ∞-category of connective chain
complexes or, equivalently, connective Z-module spectra. Note also that T op

Ab is equivalent to
the ordinary category of lattices. See [Lur18a, § 1.2] for further details on (strict) abelian group
objects in ∞-categories.

Example 3.3. Topological abelian groups give examples of abelian group objects in S. To make
this relationship respect the simplicial enrichment of the category of topological abelian groups,
we first need to investigate the relationship between abelian group objects in a simplicial cat-
egory and its associated ∞-category. Thus, let C be a simplicial category. Denote by Ab(C)
the simplicial category of product-preserving functors from TAb to C. Denoting the coherent
nerve by N coh, there is a natural functor N coh Ab(C)→ Ab(N cohC) constructed as follows: tak-
ing the adjoint of the coherent nerve of the evaluation map TAb × Fun(TAb, C)→ C gives a map
N coh(Fun(TAb, C))→ Fun(TAb, N

coh(C)). Restricting to product-preserving functors gives the
desired functor N coh Ab(C)→ Ab(N cohC).

Let us denote by TopAb∞ the ∞-category arising via the coherent nerve from the simplicial
category whose objects are topological abelian groups and whose mapping spaces are the singular
complexes of spaces of homomorphisms. From the last paragraph we get a functor TopAb∞ →
Ab(S).

We are interested in the full subcategories of TopAb∞ on compact abelian Lie groups
CptLieab and the slightly bigger full subcategory FGLieab on products of tori and finitely
generated abelian groups. We claim that the functor FGLieab → Ab(S) is fully faithful.
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To that purpose recall from [Lur18a, Remark 1.2.10] that there is an equivalence

B∞ : Ab(S)→ Modcn
Z

to connective Z-module spectra, preserving homotopy groups. Thus, for a discrete group A, we
have B∞(A) � A and B∞(Tn) � ΣZn. Since both FGLieab and Modcn

Z are additive, the general
claim reduces to the case of the (topologically) cyclic groups T, Z, and Z/n. We compute
that Map(Z,−) is the underlying space and Map(−, Z) = 0 unless the source is Z. Moreover,
Map(T,T) = Z, Map(T, Z/n) = 0, Map(Z/n,T) = T[n], and Map(Z/n, Z/n) = Z/n, in either
FGLieab or Modcn

Z .

Example 3.4. Let Orbab ⊂ Orb denote the full subcategory consisting of the abelian orbits, i.e.
those orbits of the form BG for G an abelian compact Lie group. Every such BG has naturally the
structure of an abelian group object: the classifying stack functor B : CptLie→ Stk∞ preserves
products and every abelian compact Lie group defines an abelian group object in the category
of compact Lie groups.

We recall the following result from [GGN15, Proposition B.3].

Lemma 3.5. For a presentable ∞-category X , there is an equivalence

⊗ : Ab(S)⊗X → Ab(X ),

where the tensor product is of presentable ∞-categories.

We recall the notion of a preoriented abelian group object from [Lur09b].

Definition 3.6. Let X be an∞-category with finite products. A preoriented abelian group object
in X is an abelian group object A ∈ Ab(X ) equipped with a morphism of abelian group objects
BT→ MapX (pt, A). We define the ∞-category PreAb(X ) of preoriented abelian group objects
in X as Ab(X )×Ab(S) Ab(S)BT/, where Ab(X )→ Ab(S) is corepresented by pt.

Equivalently, a preoriented abelian group object is an object A ∈ Ab(X ) with a pointed map
S2 → Map(pt, A). If X is presentable, we can alternatively define PreAb(X ) as Ab(X )BT⊗pt /.
Here, we use that Map(pt,−) : Ab(X )→ Ab(S) is right adjoint to −⊗ pt.

A third equivalent definition is via an algebraic theory. To that purpose, denote by T op
preab ⊂

PreAb(S) the full subcategory of preoriented abelian group objects free on a finite set, i.e. those
equivalent to BT→ Zn ×BT.

Lemma 3.7. Let X be an ∞-category with finite products. There is a functorial equivalence
PreAb(X ) � FunΠ(Tpreab,X ).

Proof. Since the forgetful functor PreAb(S)→ S is conservative and preserves sifted colim-
its, [GGN15, Proposition B.7] implies PreAb(S) � FunΠ(Tpreab,S). This implies the analogous
equivalence for presheaf ∞-categories.

For a general i-category X with finite products, consider the composite

PreAb(X )→ PreAb(P(X)) �−→ FunΠ(Tpreab,P(X )),

where we used that the Yoneda embedding X → P(X ) preserves products. (Note that we have
potentially passed to a larger universe.)

Since the Yoneda embedding is fully faithful, it suffices to show that for any preoriented
abelian group A ∈ PreAb(X ), the corresponding functor Tpreab → P(X ) takes values in rep-
resentable presheaves. Thus, let L ∈ Tpreab be free on a set with n elements. Then for any
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A ∈ PreAb(X ), the functor

MapPreAb(S)(L,MapX (−, A)) : X op → S

is indeed representable by the underlying object of An. �

Construction 3.8. Morally, the elliptic cohomology groups for a compact abelian Lie group G
are related to the sheaf cohomology groups of the elliptic curve and other related abelian varieties.
In order to make this precise, we invoke a stacky version of Pontryagin duality, which we refer
to as shifted Pontryagin duality. More precisely, it is given by the functor

MapOrb(−,BT) : (Orbab)op → Ab(S)BT/ = PreAb(S), X �→ X̂,

which sends the abelian orbit stack X to the preoriented abelian group

BT � Map(pt,BT)→ Map(X,BT).

Here the preorientation is induced from the projection X → pt, and the abelian group structure
on the mapping space Map(X,BT) is induced pointwise from that on BT.

By Proposition 2.12, we have B̂G � Ĝ×BT, where Ĝ is the Pontryagin dual, i.e. the space
of homomorphisms from G to T.

The following proposition is not used in our construction of equivariant elliptic cohomology
but shows that shifted Pontryagin duality does not lose any information.

Proposition 3.9. The shifted Pontryagin duality functor

Map(−,BT) : (Orbab)op → PreAb(S)

is fully faithful.

Proof. Let Orbab
n∗ � Orbab

∗ ×Orbab · · · ×Orbab Orbab
∗ denote the iterated fibered product, which we

might regard as the∞-category of n-pointed orbits. We have a morphism of augmented simplicial
∞-categories

(Orbab)op

��

(Orbab
∗ )op��

��

(Orbab
2∗)

op����

��

(Orbab
3∗)

op
������

��

· · ·
��������

Ab(S)BT/ Ab(S)�� Ab(S)T/
���� Ab(S)T×T/

������ · · ·
��������

(1)

in which the vertical maps are given by shifted Pontryagin duality, sending an n-pointed X
to the abelian group object MapOrbab

n∗
(X,BT). The vertical maps factor as claimed, since the

undercategories in question are determined by the shifted Pontryagin dual

MapOrbab
n∗

(pt,BT) � Tn−1

of the initial object pt in (Orbab)op.
For every n > 0, we claim a natural equivalence

MapOrbab
n∗

(BH,BG) � MapLie(H, G)×Gn−1 � MapLie/Zn−1
(H × Zn−1, G× Zn−1). (2)

Indeed, the∞-category Orbab
∗ is equivalent to CptLieab by Remark 2.14, settling the case n = 1.

Every two pointings of orbits are equivalent and we can thus restrict for n > 1 to the case that
all pointings of BG are the same canonical map pt

p−→ BG. By definition of the slice category,
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MapOrbab
n∗

(BH,BG) is the product of MapCptLie(H, G) � MapOrbab∗
(BH,BG) and the (n− 1)-

fold product of the space of self-homotopies of p in MapOrbab(pt,BG), i.e. Gn−1, giving the claim.
One checks that the equivalence in (2) is compatible with composition, at least up to homotopy.

On mapping spaces, the nth vertical arrow in (1) is

MapOrbab
n∗

(BH,BG) P−→ MapAb(S)/Tn−1
(MapOrbab

n∗
(BG,BT ), MapOrbab

n∗
(BH,BT )).

Using (2), for n > 0, the target is equivalent to

MapAb(S)/Tn−1
(MapLie(G, T )× Tn−1, MapLie(H, T )× Tn−1).

Note that MapLie(G, T )× Tn−1 is the Pontryagin dual of G× Zn−1. By the fully faithfulness of
Pontryagin duality and of the embedding FGLie→ Ab(S) from Example 3.3, this is equivalent to

MapLie/Zn−1
(H × Zn−1, T × Zn−1) � MapOrbab

n∗
(BH,BG).

Tracing through the equivalences shows that this provides the required inverse up to homotopy
of P . Thus, the vertical maps in (1) (except, possibly, for that on the far left) are fully faithful.

Observe now that the leftmost horizontal maps in (1) are quotient functors (see Appendix A
for details). It follows that the left-hand vertical map is also fully faithful (cf. the description of
mapping spaces in the proof of Proposition A.3). �

Our next goal is to associate to any preoriented abelian group object in some X a functor
PreAb(S)op → X ; precomposing this functor with shifted Pontryagin duality will allow us to
define a functor from orbispaces to X . The following categorical result will not only construct
the functor, but also show that it does no lose information. At least parts of the result are
well-known (see, e.g., [GGN15, Proposition B.3]).

Proposition 3.10. Let T be a theory and let X a complete ∞-category with finite products.
Denoting FunΠ(T ,X ) by T (X), the functor

T (X )→ FunR(T (S)op,X ), A �→ (B �→ MapT (B, A))

is an equivalence. Here, for A ∈ T (X ) and B ∈ T (S), the object MapT (B, A) represents the
functor X �→ MapT (S)(B,MapX (X, A)).

In particular, this applies to T = Tab with T (X ) = Ab(X ) and T = Tpreab with T (X ) =
PreAb(X ).

Proof. By definition, T (S) = FunΠ(T ,S) agrees with PΣ(T op) in the sense of [Lur09a, § 5.5.8].
Introducing opposite categories in Proposition 5.5.8.15 in [Lur09a] implies that the restriction
functor

res : FunR(T (S)op,X )→ FunΠ(T ,X ) � T (X )

is an equivalence. It remains to identify its inverse explicitly.
Fixing A ∈ T (X ), consider the class of B ∈ T (S) such that the functor

X �→ MapT (S)(B,MapX (X, A))

is representable. Since X is complete, this class is closed under colimits. Moreover, for B being
free on one generator, the representing object is the underlying object in X of A itself, yielding
representability for all B. Thus, the functor

T (S)op × T (X )→ P(X ), (A, B) �→ (X �→ MapT (S)(B,MapX (X, A)))
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factors through a functor

T (S)op × T (X )→ P(X )

we denote by MapT . This yields, in particular, the functor T (X )→ FunR(T (S)op,X ) from the
claim of our proposition. This is inverse to res if MapT (L, A) is naturally equivalent to A(L)
for all L ∈ T . But the functor MapT (S)(L,MapX (−, A))) is equivalent to MapX (−, A)(L) =
MapX (−, A(L)) by Yoneda, which is indeed represented by A(L). �

Remark 3.11. If X is presentable, MapT (B,−) defines a right adjoint to

B ⊗− : T (X )→ T (X )

in the sense of Lemma 3.5. We further can identify this with the internal mapping object in
T (X ) from B ⊗ pt.

Remark 3.12. Let T (S)fin be the smallest subcategory of T (S) that contains the free T -algebra
on one object and is closed under finite colimits. By the same proof as above, MapT (B, A) exists
for B ∈ T (S)fin and A ∈ T (X ) if X has finite limits. The functor

T (X )→ Funlex(T (S)fin,op,X ), A �→ (B �→ Map(B, A))

into finite-limit-preserving functors is an equivalence. Indeed, if X is complete, the equivalence
Ind(T (S)fin) � T (S) implies that the restriction functor

FunR(T (S)op,X )→ Funlex(T (S)fin,op,X )

is an equivalence. Then Proposition 3.10 gives the result. The general case can be reduced to
that of presheaf ∞-categories, similarly to the proof of Lemma 3.7.

Combining the preceding proposition with Construction 3.8 leads to one of the main
constructions of this article.

Construction 3.13. Let X be a finitely complete ∞-category. Note that the shifted
Pontryagin duality functor Orbab → PreAb(S) actually takes values in PreAb(S)fin in the sense
of Remark 3.12: B̂G is equivalent to the product of Ĝ (with trivial preorientation) and BT
(with tautological preorientation) and the Pontryagin dual of any compact abelian Lie group is
a finitely generated discrete group. Precomposition with shifted Pontryagin duality turns thus
the equivalence PreAb(X )→ Funlex(PreAb(S)op,fin,X ) from Remark 3.12 into a functor

PreAb(X )→ Fun(Orbab,X ), A �→ (X �→ Map
PreAb

(X̂, A)).

This functor is also functorial in X in the following sense: given a functor F : X → Y preserving
finite limits, we obtain the following commutative square.

PreAb(X ) ��

F∗
��

Fun(Orbab,X )

F∗
��

PreAb(Y) �� Fun(Orbab,Y)

Now assume that X is additionally cocomplete. Given A ∈ PreAb(X ), left Kan extension
along Orbab ⊂ Orb defines a functor Orb→ X . As SOrb is the presheaf ∞-category on Orb,
i.e. its universal cocompletion, this extends essentially uniquely to a colimit-preserving
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functor SOrb → X . More precisely, we obtain a functor

PreAb(X )→ FunL(SOrb,X )

into colimit-preserving functors. This construction is natural in X with respect to functors that
preserve colimits and finite limits.

Remark 3.14. The preceding construction is closely related to [Lur09b, Proposition 3.1], whose
proof was only outlined though and did not contain the notion of shifted Pontryagin duality.

Proposition 3.15. Let X be an ∞-category with finite limits and A ∈ PreAb(X ). The associ-
ated functor F : Orbab → X from Construction 3.13 sends BG to A[Ĝ] := Map

Ab
(Ĝ, A). Here,

Ĝ is the Pontryagin dual, and we leave the forgetful functor PreAb(X )→ Ab(X ) implicit.

If G = fib(Tn ϕ−→ Tm), then A[Ĝ] � fib(A(Zm)
ϕ̂∗
−→ A(Zn)).

Proof. The forgetful functor PreAb(S)→ Ab(S) has a left adjoint sending H to H ×BT, with
preorientation given by inclusion into the second factor. As computed in Construction 3.8, the
shifted Pontryagin dual of BG is equivalent to Ĝ×BT, i.e. lies in the image of the left adjoint.
Thus,

F (BG) = Map
PreAb

(B̂G, A) � Map
Ab

(Ĝ, A).

The last equivalence uses the defining property of Map as in Proposition 3.10.
Note that Pontryagin duality sends limits to colimits. Thus, F preserves limits and the last

claim follows. �

Example 3.16. We take X = SOrb and A = BT , with the preorientation given by the canonical
identification of BT with MapOrb(pt,BT). The corresponding functor Orbab → SOrb sends any
X to its double shifted Pontryagin dual, which is easily seen to be naturally equivalent to X
again. Thus, the functor Orbab → SOrb is just the natural inclusion as representable presheaves.
We obtain a functor SOrb → SOrb by left Kan extending this inclusion along itself. This functor
is not the identity, but we claim it rather to be the colocalization functor given by the composite

SOrb
ι∗−→ Fun(Orbab,op,S) ι!−→ SOrb,

where we denote by ι : Orbab → Orb the inclusion and by ι! the left adjoint to restriction of
presheaves.

This claim is a special case of the following more general claim: let F : C → D be a functor of
∞-categories. Denoting by YC : C → Fun(Cop,S) the Yoneda embedding, we claim that the nat-
ural transformation LanF YC → F ∗YD of functors D → Fun(Cop,S), induced by YC → F ∗YDF ,
is an equivalence. In the case that C = pt and F corresponds to an object d ∈ D, this boils
down to the natural equivalence colimDF/e

pt � MapD(d, e), where DF/e is the comma cate-

gory of F and pt e−→ D. For the general case, we note that it suffices to show that i∗LanF YC →
i∗F ∗YD is an equivalence for every functor i : pt→ C. This natural transformation fits into a
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commutative square

LanFi(Ypt)

�
��

� �� (Fi)∗YD � i∗F ∗YD

LanF LaniYpt

�
��

LanF i∗YC
� �� i∗LanF YC

��

and is thus an equivalence as the upper horizontal and lower left vertical morphisms are equiv-
alences by the special case treated above and the upper left vertical and the lower horizontal
morphism are equivalences by general properties of left Kan extensions (as i∗ preserves colimits).

4. The case of K-theory

To motivate our subsequent definition of equivariant elliptic cohomology, we will demonstrate
how the construction in the preceding section reproduces equivariant K-theory from the strict
multiplicative group over K-theory. We do not claim significant originality in this section, as an
analogous result for finite groups of equivariance was already proven in [Lur19, Theorem 4.1.2],
and a key point already goes back to [AHJM88]. Our proof is, however, more direct than that
in [Lur19].

We first recall the definition of equivariant K-theory: for every compact Lie group G, we
denote by RepG the ∞-category associated to the topological category of finite-dimensional
complex representations of G. This carries the compatible symmetric monoidal structures ⊕ and
⊗, i.e. has the structure of an E∞-semiring category. Multiplicative infinite-loop space theory
(originally in particular due to May, Elmendorf, and Mandell and developed ∞-categorically
in [GGN15]) yields a connective E∞-ring spectrum kuBG that deloops the group completion of
the ∞-groupoid Rep�

G.
Note that RepG can be identified with the category of vector bundles Vect(BG) on BG

and, thus, is only dependent on the (unpointed) orbispace BG. Thus, Rep refines to a functor
Vect from Orbop to E∞-semiring categories. Hence, ku(−) refines to a functor Orbop → CAlg.
Since kupt = ku, the functor actually refines further to a functor Orbop → CAlgku and we define
KU (−) : Orbab → CAlg as ku(−) ⊗ku KU .

The space Ω∞kuBG agrees with the G-fixed points of the classical G-space BUG ×R(G) rep-
resenting equivariant K-theory, and equivariant Bott periodicity implies kuBG → KUBG induces
an equivalence on infinite loop spaces. Via limits, we can extend KU (−) to a functor Sop

Orb → CAlg
and one can show that π0 of the resulting KU [X/G] agrees with the classical G-equivariant
K-theory of X for every finite G-CW-complex X.

This ends our recollections on equivariant K-theory. Next, we need to recall from [Lur18b,
§ 1.6.3] the definition of the strict multiplicative group: we define an abelian group object Gm in
affine spectral schemes by

Gm(R) = MapCAlg(Σ
∞
+ Z, R) � MapCMon(S)(Z, Ω∞R).

More precisely, the group structure is given by considering Gm(R) as a functor from TAb → S,
sending L to MapCAlg(Σ∞

+ L, R). (Equivalently, Gm(R) arises by applying the right adjoint
of the forgetful functor Ab(S)→ CMon(S) to Ω∞R with the multiplicative E∞-structure.)
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By definition, Gm is corepresented by Σ∞
+ Z. We define Gm,S for an E∞-ring S as the

(non-connective) spectral affine S-scheme Spec S ⊗ Σ∞
+ Z.

Theorem 4.1. There is a preorientation on Gm,KU such that the associated functor from
Orb to non-connective spectral affine schemes constructed in Construction 3.13 is equivalent
to Spec KU (−). Extending via colimits yields an equivalence of functors on SOrb.

We prove Theorem 4.1 in two main steps. In the first, we deduce from a result of Adams,
Haeberly, Jackowski, and May that KU (−) is Kan extended from Orbab (cf. also [Sch18,
Example 6.4.27]). In the second, we will identify KU (−) on Orbab with what we get via
Construction 3.13 from Gm,KU .

Lemma 4.2. Let F be a global family of groups (i.e. F is closed under isomorphisms, subgroups,
and quotients), and let OrbF be the full subcategory of Orb on those BG such that G ∈ F . Fix
a compact Lie group G and let R be the full subcategory of OrbF

/BG on the representable maps

BH → BG (i.e. those corresponding to injections). Then the inclusion R ⊂ OrbF
/BG is final.

Proof. Recall that there is a factorization system on Orb: for a homomorphism ϕ : H → G, the
morphism BH → BG is in the left class if and only if ϕ is surjective and in the right class if
and only if ϕ is injective. (See [LNP22, Proposition 6.14] for further details.) Concretely, the
factorization systems correspond to the factorization of some ϕ : H → G as H � im(ϕ) ↪→ G.
This restricts clearly to OrbF for any global family F of groups. The conclusion follows from
Lemma 2.18. �
Proposition 4.3 (Adams, Haeberly, Jackowski, and May). The functor KU (−) : Orbop → CAlg
is right Kan extended from OrbF ,op for any global family F containing all topologically cyclic
groups. This applies, in particular, to the family of all abelian compact Lie groups.

Proof. By the pointwise formula for Kan extensions, we need to show that the comparison map
KUBG → limOrbF

/BG
KU (−) is an equivalence. Consider the full subcategory R ⊂ OrbF

/BG of

representable morphisms BH → BG. By Lemma 4.2, the inclusion R ⊂ OrbF
/BG is final and,

hence, Rop ⊂ (OrbF
/BG)op is initial. Thus, it suffices to show that the map KUBG → limR KU (−)

is an equivalence. By Proposition 2.16, R � OrbF
G for OrbF

G ⊂ OrbG the full subcategory on
G/H such that H ∈ F . Moreover, colimG/H∈OrbF

G
G/H is a universal space EF for the fam-

ily of subgroups of G that are in F . Thus, π∗ limR KU (−) ∼= KU
(−)∗
G (EF). By Corollary 1.3

from [AHJM88], K∗
G(pt)→ K∗

G(EF) is an isomorphism and the result follows. �
The infinite-loop space Ω∞ku is the group completion of Vect�

C
�

∐
BU(n). The result-

ing E∞-map BU(1)→ Ω∞ku (with the multiplicative E∞-structure on Ω∞ku) is adjoint to
a map CP∞ = BU(1)→ Gm,ku(ku) in Ab(S). This is our choice of preorientation on Gm,ku.
Postcomposing with Gm,ku → Gm,KU defines a preorientation on Gm,KU .

Proposition 4.4. The functor

Orbab×CAlgku → S, (X, R) �→ MapPreAb(Map(X,BT), Gm,ku(R))

is equivalent to

Orbab×CAlgku → S, (X, R) �→ MapCAlgku
(kuX , R).

The corresponding result for KU instead of ku follows. Thus, SpecKU (−) is naturally equiv-
alent to MapPreAb(Map(−,BT)⊗ pt, Gm,KU ), where pt is the final object of affine KU -schemes
(i.e. Spec KU). Thus, Propositions 4.3 and 4.4 imply Theorem 4.1.
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The basic idea of Proposition 4.4 is that all irreducible G-representations for an abelian group
G are 1-dimensional, which implies kuBG � ku⊗ Ĝ+. To ensure functoriality in Orbab, we will
formulate this in orbispace terms.

Lemma 4.5. For X ∈ Orbab, there is a natural equivalence

Φ: ku⊗Σ∞
+ BU(1) Σ∞

+ MapOrb(X,BU(1)) �−→ kuX

of E∞-ku-algebras.

Proof. Let X ∈ Orb. By adjunction, maps

Φ: ku⊗Σ∞
+ BU(1) Σ∞

+ MapOrb(X,BU(1))→ kuX

in CAlgku correspond to E∞-maps φ : MapOrb(X,BU(1))→ Ω∞kuX under BU(1), with the
multiplicative structure E∞-structure on the target.

The E∞-monoid MapOrb(X,BU(1)) includes the one-dimensional part into Vect(X)�, whose
group completion is Ω∞kuX . Composing inclusion and group completion yields thus a map φ
and a corresponding map Φ, which is natural in X.

We will show that Φ is an equivalence if X = BG for G abelian. Since

MapOrb(BG,BU(1)) � Ĝ×BU(1),

the source of Φ simplifies to ku⊗ Ĝ+. More precisely, Φ arises as the group completion of

ϕ : Vect�C ⊗ Ĝ→ RepG, (VL)
L∈Ĝ
�→

⊕
L∈Ĝ

VL ⊗ L;

here we interpret the tensor product Vect�
C
⊗ Ĝ of E∞-spaces as the finitely supported part

in
∏

Ĝ
Vect�

C
, using that finite direct sums and finite products agree in E∞-spaces and

the tensor product commutes with filtered colimits. By Schur’s lemma, ϕ is fully faithful,
and it is essentially surjective since all G-representations decompose into one-dimensional
representations. �
Proof of Proposition 4.4. For every BG ∈ Orbab and R ∈ CAlgku, Lemma 4.5 implies a natural
chain of equivalences

MapPreAb(S)(Map(X,BT), Gm,ku(R)) � MapAb(S)(MapOrb(BG,BU(1)), Gm(R))hBU(1)

� MapCAlg(Σ
∞
+ MapOrb(BG,BU(1)), R)hBU(1)

� MapCAlgku

(
ku ⊗
Σ∞

+ BU(1)
Σ∞

+ MapOrb(BG,BU(1)), R
)

� MapCAlgku
(kuBG, R). �

5. Elliptic curves, formal completions, and orientations

The goal of this section is to review the notion of an oriented elliptic curve over a non-connective
spectral Deligne–Mumford stack, following the ideas of Lurie in [Lur09b] and [Lur18b]. In the
affine case, an orientation of an elliptic curve E→ Spec R consists of an equivalence of the formal
completion Ê with the formal group Spf RBT, providing a purely spectral analogue of the algebro-
topological definition of an elliptic cohomology theory (see [Lur09b, Definition 1.2] or [AHS01,
Definition 1.2]). While the notion of a preorientation suffices for the definition of equivariant
elliptic cohomology, one only expects good properties if one starts with an oriented elliptic curve.
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Setting up the necessary definitions in the non-connective spectral Deligne–Mumford case will
occupy the rest of this section.

We recall from [Lur16, Definition 1.4.4.2] the notion of a non-connective spectral
Deligne–Mumford stack and point to the end of the introduction for our conventions about
these objects. Our first goal is to define an ∞-topos of sheaves on a given non-connective spec-
tral Deligne–Mumford stack. Since simply defining it to be sheaves on the site of all morphisms
into our given stack would run into size issues, we impose the following finiteness condition.
Here and in the following, we will use for a non-connective spectral Deligne–Mumford stack
M = (M,OM) the shorthand τ≥0M for (M, τ≥0OM).

Definition 5.1. A non-connective spectral Deligne–Mumford stack M = (M,OM) is called
quasi-compact if every cover

∐
Ui → ∗ in M has a finite subcover. A morphism f : N→ M

is called quasi-compact if for every étale morphism Spec R→ M the pullback N×M Spec R is
quasi-compact (cf. [Lur16, Definition 2.3.2.2]).

A morphism f : N→ M of spectral8 Deligne–Mumford stacks is called almost of finite
presentation if it is locally almost of finite presentation in the sense of [Lur16, Definition 4.2.0.1]
and quasi-compact.

We call a morphism f : N→ M of non-connective spectral Deligne–Mumford stacks almost
of finite presentation if f is the pullback of a morphism N′ → τ≥0M almost of finite presentation
along M→ τ≥0M, where N′ is also spectral Deligne–Mumford.

Example 5.2. Every map SpecR→ M into a non-connective spectral Deligne–Mumford stack
is quasi-compact, as affine non-connective spectral schemes are quasi-compact by [Lur16,
Proposition 2.3.1.2] and we assumed all non-connective spectral Deligne–Mumford stacks
to be quasi-separated.

Moreover, étale morphisms are always locally almost of finite presentation (as follows, e.g.,
by [Lur16, Corollary 4.1.3.5]). Thus, every étale morphism Spec R→ M (and, more generally,
every quasi-compact étale morphism) is almost of finite presentation.

Definition 5.3. We define the big étale site of a spectral Deligne–Mumford stack M to be
the full sub-∞-category of spectral Deligne–Mumford stacks over M that are almost of finite
presentation; coverings are given by jointly surjective étale morphisms. We define Shv(M) to be
the ∞-category of space-valued sheaves on the big étale site of M.

If M is more generally a non-connective spectral Deligne–Mumford stack, we define Shv(M)
to be Shv(τ≥0M).

Remark 5.4. We imposed the finiteness condition in our definition of the big étale site
to ensure that it is a small ∞-category (see Lemma D.4). Thus, Shv(M) becomes an
∞-topos.

Our insistence in the conventions that all our spectral Deligne–Mumford stacks
are quasi-separated and locally noetherian is connected to these finiteness conditions.
Milder finiteness conditions in Definition 5.3 would result in milder conditions on our
stacks.

Notation 5.5. We will often use the notation pt for the terminal object in the ∞-topos Shv(M);
this is represented by idτ≥0M : τ≥0M→ τ≥0M in the big étale site of τ≥0M.

Next we want to define the notion of an elliptic curve.

8 We recall that a spectral Deligne–Mumford stack is a non-connective spectral Deligne–Mumford stack whose
structure sheaf is connective.
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Definition 5.6. Let M be a non-connective spectral Deligne–Mumford stack. An elliptic
curve9 E over M is an abelian group object in the ∞-category of non-connective spectral
Deligne–Mumford stacks over M such that:

(1) E→ M is flat in the sense of [Lur16, Definition 2.8.2.1];
(2) τ≥0E→ τ≥0M is almost of finite presentation and proper in the sense of [Lur16,

Definition 5.1.2.1];
(3) for every morphism i : Spec k → τ≥0M with k an algebraically closed (classical) field the

pullback i∗E→ Spec k is a classical elliptic curve.

Remark 5.7. One can show that given an elliptic curve E over M, the connective cover τ≥0E is
an elliptic curve over τ≥0M and that this procedure provides an inverse of the base change from
τ≥0M to M. Thus, we obtain an equivalence between the ∞-categories of elliptic curves over M
and over τ≥0M (cf. [Lur18a, Remark 1.5.3]).

We will view an elliptic curve E over M as an abelian group object in Shv(M) by using the
functor of points of τ≥0E.

We fix from now on a non-connective spectral Deligne–Mumford stack M and an elliptic
curve p : E→ M over M.

Definition 5.8. A preorientation of E is a preorientation of E as an abelian group object in
Shv(M), i.e. a morphism of abelian group objects BT⊗ pt→ E or, equivalently, BT→ Ω∞E(M).

If N→ M is a map from a non-connective spectral scheme, then E×M N→ N is a morphism of
non-connective spectral schemes equipped with a unit section i : N→ E×M N which is a closed
immersion; in particular, it determines a closed subspace of the underlying topological space
of E×M N. The complement of i in E×M N is the open subscheme corresponding to the open
subscheme of the underling ordinary scheme of E×M N (under the equivalence between the small
Zariski sites of E×M N and that of its underlying ordinary scheme). Letting N→ M vary over the
small étale site of M, these local open complements glue together to form the open complement
of the unit section M→ E.

Definition 5.9. We define the formal completion Ê ∈ Ab(Shv(M)) of E as follows: let U → τ≥0E
be the open (relative) spectral subscheme which is the complement of the closed unit section in
τ≥0E. For every Y → τ≥0M we let Ê(Y) ⊂ (τ≥0E)(Y) be the full sub-∞-groupoid on those maps
Y → τ≥0E such that the fiber product Y ×τ≥0E U is empty.

Warning 5.10. We use the same notation for completion and for Pontryagin (or Picard) duality.
The latter applies to a compact abelian topological group or an object in Orbab, while the former
will typically be applied to a spectral elliptic curve. We trust that it should be clear in every
case which of the two is meant.

Remark 5.11. The map BT⊗ pt→ E factors through the completion Ê of E. In fact, Ê is the
affinization of BT⊗ pt.

The formal completion of an elliptic curve is an example of a formal hyperplane. To recall
this notion from [Lur18b], we have first to discuss the cospectrum of a commutative coalgebra
(cf. [Lur18b, Construction 1.5.4]).

Definition 5.12. For an E∞-ring R, define the ∞-category cCAlgR of commutative
coalgebras over R as CAlg(Modop

R )op. In the case that R is connective, we define the cospectrum

9 If the base is affine, our definition coincides with what Lurie calls strict elliptic curves. As we do not consider
non-strict elliptic curves in this article, we drop the adjective.
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cSpec(C) ∈ Fun(CAlgcn
R ,S) of a coalgebra C ∈ cCAlgR by

cSpec(C)(A) = MapcCAlgA
(A, C ⊗R A).

More generally, for a spectral Deligne–Mumford stack and a coalgebra

C ∈ cCAlgM = CAlg(QCoh(M)op)op,

we define the relative cospectrum cSpecM(C) ∈ Shv(M) by

cSpecM(f : N→ M) = MapcCAlgN
(ON, f∗C).

Given a discrete ring R, an important example of an R-coalgebra is the continuous dual of
R[[t1, . . . , tn]], which we denote by ΓR(n) as it coincides as an R-module with the divided power
algebra on n generators. Note that its dual is again R[[t1, . . . , tn]]. The cospectrum cSpec ΓR(n)
coincides with Spf R[[t1, . . . , tn]] by [Lur18b, Proposition 1.5.8].

Definition 5.13. Let M be a spectral Deligne–Mumford stack. An object F ∈ Shv(M) is called
a formal hyperplane if it is of the form cSpecM(C) for some coalgebra C ∈ cCAlgM that is smooth,
i.e.

• locally, π0C is of the form ΓR(n) for some discrete ring R and some n ≥ 0; and
• the canonical map π0C ⊗π0OM

πkOM → πkC is an isomorphism for all k ∈ Z.

Lemma 5.14. For every spectral Deligne–Mumford stack, the cospectrum functor defines an
equivalence between the ∞-category of smooth coalgebras on M and formal hyperplanes on M.

Proof. The claim is equivalent to cSpecM being fully faithful on smooth coalgebras. One eas-
ily reduces to the case M = Spec A for a connective E∞-ring A. As M is locally noetherian
by assumption, we can further assume that π0A is noetherian and πiA is finitely generated
over π0A.

Lurie [Lur18b, Proposition 1.5.9] proved that cSpec is fully faithful on smooth A-coalgebras
as a functor into Fun(CAlgcn,S). In contrast, we need to show fully faithfulness as a functor into
Fun(CAlgcn,afp

A ,S), where the afp stands for almost of finite presentation. Tracing through the
proof in [Lur18b], we need to show that Spf is fully faithful as a functor into Fun(CAlgcn,afp

A ,S)
on adic E∞-rings that arise as duals of smooth coalgebras.

Let R and S be adic E∞-rings. By [Lur16, Lemma 8.1.2.2] we can find a tower

· · · → R3 → R2 → R1

in CAlgcn
R such that colimi Spec Ri → Spec R factors over an equivalence colimi Spec Ri � Spf R

in Fun(CAlgcn,S) and every Ri is almost perfect as a R-module. We claim that Ri is almost
of finite presentation over A if R is the dual of a smooth coalgebra C over A. By [Lur12,
Proposition 7.2.4.31], this is equivalent to π0Ri being a finitely generated π0A-algebra and πkRi

being a finitely generated π0Ri-module for all k. By the definition of smooth coalgebras, π0R is of
the form (π0A)[[t1, . . . , tn]] for some n and πkR ∼= πkA⊗π0A π0R. By [Lur12, Proposition 7.2.4.17],
πkRi is finitely generated over π0R. The claim follows as Spec Ri → Spec R factors over Spf R
by construction and, thus, a power of the ideal (t1, . . . , tn) is zero in Ri.
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Now let R and S be duals of smooth coalgebras. In particular, we see that R is complete so
that R = limi Ri in adic E∞-rings (cf. [Lur16, Lemma 8.1.2.3]):

Map
CAlgcn,ad

A
(S, R) � lim

i
Map

CAlgcn,ad
A

(S, Ri)

� lim
i

(Spf S)(Ri)

� lim
i

Map
Fun(CAlgcn,afp

A ,S)
(Spec Ri, Spf S)

� Map
Fun(CAlgcn,afp

A ,S)
(Spf R, Spf S).

In the third step we have used the Yoneda lemma. �
Example 5.15. For every elliptic curve E over a non-connective spectral Deligne–Mumford stack
M, the formal completion Ê is a formal hyperplane over τ≥0M (see [Lur18b, Proposition 7.1.2]).

We recall the following definition from [Lur18b].

Definition 5.16. We call an E∞-ring R complex periodic if it is complex orientable and
Zariski locally there exists a unit in π2R. For a complex periodic E∞-ring R, the Quillen for-
mal group ĜQ

R is defined as cSpec(τ≥0(R⊗BT)). More generally, for a locally complex periodic
non-connective spectral Deligne–Mumford stack M, the Quillen formal group ĜQ

M is defined as
cSpecM(τ≥0(OM ⊗BT)).

By [Lur18b, Theorem 4.1.11] the Quillen formal group is a formal hyperplane. Moreover, the
functor

T op
Ab → Formal Hyperplanes, M �→ cSpecM(τ≥0(OM ⊗BM̂))

equips it with the structure of an abelian group object (cf. [Lur18b, Construction 4.1.13]).
Recall that a preorientation of an elliptic curve gives us a morphism BT⊗ pt→ Ê, i.e. a

T-equivariant morphism pt→ Ê. As both pt and Ê are formal hyperplanes on τ≥0M, this is by
Lemma 5.14 obtained from a T-equivariant morphism OM → C of commutative coalgebras on
τ≥0M, where Ê � cSpec C. As OM ⊗BT � (OM)hT, we obtain a morphism OM ⊗BT→ C and,
hence, a morphism ĜQ

M → Ê in the case that M is locally complex periodic.

Definition 5.17. Let M be locally complex periodic and p : E→ M a preoriented elliptic curve
over M. We say that E oriented if the morphism ĜQ

M → Ê is an equivalence.

Having such an orientation will force a version of the Atiyah–Segal completion theorem to
hold in equivariant elliptic cohomology.

6. Equivariant elliptic cohomology

We are now ready to give a definition of the equivariant elliptic cohomology theory associated
to a preoriented elliptic curve p : E→ M, which we fix throughout the section. Here, M denotes
a non-connective spectral Deligne–Mumford stack.

Construction 6.1. To the preoriented elliptic curve p : E→ M we can associate the ∞-topos
X = Shv(M) of space-valued sheaves on the big étale site of M. As E defines a preoriented abelian
group object in X , Construction 3.13 yields a colimit-preserving functor

Ell : SOrb → X ,

where we leave the dependency on E implicit.
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Example 6.2. We have Ell(BT) � E and Ell(BCn) � E[n], the n-torsion in the elliptic curve.
More generally, we have Ell(BG) � Hom(Ĝ, E) for any compact abelian Lie group G. Indeed,
by construction, Ell(BG) is the internal mapping object in PreAb(Shv(M)) between M⊗ B̂G

and E. Here, B̂G is the shifted Pontryagin dual from Construction 3.8, which is equivalent to
Ĝ×BT, i.e. the left adjoint of Ab(S)→ PreAb(S) applied to Ĝ. It follows that Ell(BG) is
equivalent to Hom(Ĝ, E), i.e. the internal mapping object in Ab(Sh(M)) between M⊗ Ĝ and E.
See Proposition 3.15 and Remark 3.11.

We would like to specialize to a theory for G-spaces for a fixed G by a pushforward
construction. The key will be the following algebro-geometric observation.

Proposition 6.3. Let H ⊂ G be an inclusion of compact abelian Lie groups. Then the induced
morphism f : Ell(BH)→ Ell(BG) is affine.

Proof. We claim first that for a surjection h : A→ B of finitely generated abelian groups and a
classical elliptic curve E over a base scheme S, the map Hom(B, E)→ Hom(A, E) is a closed
immersion and, hence, affine. As the kernel of h is a sum of cyclic groups and a composition
of closed immersions is a closed immersion, we can assume that ker(h) is cyclic. The pushout
square

B A��

0

��

ker(h)

��

��

induces the following pullback square.

Hom(B, E)

��

�� Hom(A, E)

��

S �� Hom(ker(h), E)

Furthermore, S → Hom(ker(h), E) is a closed immersion as it is a right inverse of the struc-
ture morphism Hom(ker(h), E)→ S and the latter is a separated morphism. (See, e.g., [MO14,
Lemma 2.4] for this criterion for closed immersions.) Thus, its pullback Hom(B, E)→ Hom(A, E)
is also a closed immersion and thus affine.

Recall that Ell(BG) � Hom(Ĝ, E), with Ĝ denoting the Pontryagin dual, and that an inclu-
sion H ⊂ G induces a surjection Ĝ→ Ĥ. Thus, we know from the preceding paragraph that the
underlying map of Ell(BH)→ Ell(BG) is affine. We can, moreover, assume that the base of the
elliptic curve E is an affine derived scheme Spec R. By [Lur18a, Remark 1.5.3], the elliptic curve
E is based changed from Spec τ≥0R. Thus, we can assume additionally that R is connective and,
hence, that Ell(BG) and Ell(BH) are spectral schemes (and not more general non-connective
ones).

Let Spec A→ Ell(BG) be a map from an affine and let (X ,OX ) denote the pullback
Spec A×Ell(BG) Ell(BH). As a pullback of spectral schemes, (X ,OX ) is a spectral scheme again,
and the underlying scheme of (X ,OX ) is the pullback of the underlying scheme (X , π0OX ), hence
affine. Using [Lur16, Corollary 1.1.6.3], we conclude that (X ,OX ) is affine. �

Construction 6.4. Let G be a compact abelian Lie group and OrbG its orbit ∞-category,
which we identify using Proposition 2.16 with the full subcategory of Orb/BG on morphisms
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BH → BG inducing an injection H → G. We consider the functor

OrbG → QCoh(Ell(BG))op, G/H �→ f∗OEll(BH),

where f : Ell(BH)→ Ell(BG) is the map induced by the inclusion H ⊂ G. As f is affine by
the preceding proposition, f∗ sends quasi-coherent sheaves to quasi-coherent sheaves by [Lur16,
Proposition 2.5.11]. The functor from OrbG extends to a colimit-preserving functor

EllG : SG → QCoh(Ell(BG))op,

where SG � Fun(Orbop
G ,S) denotes the ∞-category of G-spaces. As the target is pointed, this

functor factors canonically to define a reduced version

ẼllG : SG
∗ → QCoh(Ell(BG))op.

For us, the most important case is G = T. As Ell(BT) = E, we obtain in this case a functor
from T-spaces to quasi-coherent sheaves on E. If desired, we can take homotopy groups to obtain
an equivariant cohomology theory with values in quasi-coherent sheaves on the underlying clas-
sical elliptic curve of E. This is the kind of target we are used to from the classical constructions
of equivariant elliptic cohomology, for example by Grojnowski [Gro07].

Next we want to compare our two constructions of equivariant elliptic cohomology
functors. To that purpose we want to recall two notions. First, given any (non-connective)
spectral Deligne–Mumford stack N and any Z ∈ Shv(N), we consider the restriction OZ of
ON to Shv(N)/Z and define ModOZ

as the ∞-category of modules over it. Here, on any
Y → τ≥0N in the big étale site of N, with underlying morphism g : Y → N of ∞-topoi, ON

is defined as (OY ⊗g−1Oτ≥0N
g−1ON)(Y); since on the small étale site of N, the sheaf ON

just defined agrees with the structure sheaf of N, we use the same symbol. Second, for any
F ∈ ModOZ

, we can consider the ON-module f∗F , associated with f : Z→ N and defined by

f∗F(U) = F(U ×N Z),

where N = pt is the final object in Shv(N).

Lemma 6.5. Assume that M is locally 2-periodic and that there is an n such that M(Spec R) is
n-truncated for every classical ring R.

For G a compact abelian Lie group and X ∈ SG, there is a natural equivalence

EllG(X) � Q(f∗OEll([X/G])),

where f : Ell([X/G])→ Ell(BG) denotes the map induced by X → pt and Q is the right adjoint
to the inclusion QCoh(Ell(BG)) ⊂ ModOEll(BG)

.10 If X is finite, f∗OEll([X/G]) is already quasi-
coherent so that Q(f∗OEll([X/G])) agrees with f∗OEll([X/G]).

Proof. Throughout this proof we will abbreviate Ell(BG) to Z. The key is to check that the
functor

P : SG → Modop
OZ

, X �→ f∗OEll([X/G])

preserves colimits. This suffices as Q preserves limits and, hence, the composite

QP : SG → QCoh(Z)op, X �→ Q(f∗OEll([X/G]))

preserves colimits as well. As this functor agrees on orbits with EllG, it agrees thus on all of SG.
Moreover, QCoh(Z) is closed under finite limits, implying the last statement.

10 This right adjoint exists because QCoh(Ell(BG)) is presentable and the inclusion preserves all colimits by
[Lur16, Proposition 2.2.4.1]. Strictly speaking, Lurie uses here a different definition of ModO, namely just modules
in sheaves of spectra on the small étale topos. However, as explained at the end of Appendix D, pullback defines
a functor from this to our version of ModO, which preserves all colimits.
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To show that P preserves colimits we reinterpret the pushforward using A1, i.e. the spectrum
of the free E∞-ring on one generator. For any map h : Y → Z with Y ∈ Shv(M), there is a natural
equivalence of Ω∞h∗OY with the sheaf

(U → Z) �→ Ω∞Γ(OY×ZU ) � MapU (Y ×Z U, U × A1).

This implies that the functor from Shv(M)/Z to Shv(Z)op, sending h : Y → Z to Ω∞h∗OY,
preserves all colimits.

We claim that Ω∞ : ModOZ
→ Shv(Z) is conservative. By assumption M is locally of the

form Spec R for a 2-periodic E∞-ring R. As Z = Ell(BG) maps to M, the same is true for Z.
Since the conservativity of Ω∞ can be checked locally, we just have to show that Ω∞ : ModR → S
is conservative if R is 2-periodic and this is obvious.

As Ω∞ : ModOZ
→ Shv(Z) also preserves limits, we see that the functor

Shv(M)/Z → Modop
OZ

, (h : Y → Z) �→ h∗OY

preserves colimits. Moreover, since Ell : SOrb → Shv(M) preserves colimits, the same is true for
(SOrb)/BG → Shv(M)/ Ell(BG). Applying Proposition 2.20 finishes the proof. �

Last we want to speak about the functoriality of equivariant elliptic cohomology in the elliptic
curve. Thus, denote for the moment the elliptic cohomology functors based on E by EllE and
EllEG.

Proposition 6.6. Let f : N→ M be a morphism of non-connective spectral Deligne–Mumford
stacks that is almost of finite presentation, E be a preoriented elliptic curve over M, and f∗E the
pullback of E to N. Then there are natural equivalences

f∗ EllE � Ellf
∗E in Fun(SOrb, Shv(N))

and

f∗EllEG � Ell
f∗E
G in Fun((SG)fin,op, QCoh(f∗ EllE(BG)))

for all compact abelian Lie groups G.

Proof. Write f∗ : Shv(N)→ Shv(M) for the induced functor on big étale topoi, which admits a
left adjoint f∗ : Shv(M)→ Shv(N) preserving finite limits. The preoriented abelian group object
E induces a left adjoint functor EllE : SOrb → Shv(M), which we can postcompose with f∗ to
obtain a functor f∗ EllE : SOrb → Shv(M)→ Shv(N).

By Construction 3.13, f∗ EllE is the functor SOrb → Shv(N) associated with f∗E.
The functor f∗EllEG : (SG)fin,op → QCoh(f∗ EllE(BG)) preserves all finite limits. Thus, we

only have to provide natural equivalences f∗EllEG(G/H) � Ellf
∗E

G (G/H) for all closed subgroups
H ⊂ G. These are provided by applying the following commutative square to the structure sheaf
of EllE(BH):

QCoh(EllE(BH))
pullback

��

pushforward

��

QCoh(Ellf
∗E(BH))

pushforward
��

QCoh(EllE(BG))
pullback

�� QCoh(Ellf
∗E(BG))
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This commutative square, in turn, is associated by [Lur16, Proposition 2.5.4.5] to the pullback
diagram

Ellf
∗E(BH) ��

��

EllE(BH)

��

Ellf
∗E(BG) �� EllE(BG)

that we obtain from the first claim together with the fact that the sheaf in Shv(N) represented by
the pullback N×M EllE(BH) agrees with the pullback sheaf f∗ EllE(BH) and similarly for G. �
Remark 6.7. We do not claim that the functor Ell defines the ‘correct’ version of elliptic coho-
mology for arbitrary orbispaces. For a general X ∈ SOrb there is for example no reason to believe
that Ell(X) is a non-connective spectral Deligne–Mumford stack, not even a formal one. It should
be thus seen more as a starting point to obtain a reasonable geometric object. For example, given
an abelian compact Lie group G and a G-space Y , we have seen how to recover EllG(Y ) from
Ell([Y/G]). Taking Spec (if Y is finite) or a suitable version of Spf (if Y is infinite) of EllG(Y )
seems to be a reasonable guess for the ‘correct’ geometric replacement of Ell([Y/G]) in these
cases. We will return to this point in a sequel to this paper [GM].

7. Eilenberg–Moore type statements

The goal of this section is to recall and extend results of Eilenberg–Moore, Dwyer, and Bousfield
about the homology of fiber squares and to rephrase parts of them in terms of cospectra. Applied
to classifying spaces of abelian compact Lie groups, this will be a key step to proving symmetric
monoidality properties of equivariant elliptic cohomology.

Throughout this section, we will consider a (homotopy) pullback diagram

M ��

��

X

��
Y �� B

of spaces. We assume that for every b ∈ B, the fundamental group π1(B, b) acts nilpotently on
the integral homology of the homotopy fiber Yb.

We denote by C(X, B, Y ) the cobar construction, i.e. the associated cosimplicial object whose
nth level is X ×B×n × Y . This cosimplicial object is augmented by M .

Theorem 7.1 (Bousfield, Dwyer, and Eilenberg–Moore). Under the conditions above, the aug-
mentation of the cobar construction induces a pro-isomorphism between the constant tower
H∗(M ; Z) and the tower (H∗(Totm C(X, B, Y )); Z)m≥0.

Proof. This follows from Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 and § 4.1 in [Bou87]. �
The following corollary is essentially also already contained in [Bou87].

Corollary 7.2. The augmentation of the cobar construction induces a pro-isomorphism
between the constant tower E∗(M) and the tower (E∗(Totm C(X, B, Y )))m≥0 for any bounded
below spectrum E. In particular, lim1

m E∗(Totm C(X, B, Y )) = 0, and the natural map

E∗(M)→ lim
m

E∗(Totm C(X, B, Y ))

is an isomorphism.
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Proof. In the last theorem, we can replace Z by arbitrary direct sums of Z and get our claim for
E any shift of the associated Eilenberg–MacLane spectrum. By the five lemma in pro-abelian
groups, we obtain the statement of this corollary for all truncated spectra E. The group Ek(Z)
coincides with (τ≤kE)k(Z) for every space Z. This implies the result. �

We would like to pass from an isomorphism of pro-groups to an equivalence of spectra. In
the following, let R an arbitrary E∞-ring spectrum. Note that Totm coincides with the finite
limit limΔ≤m

and it thus commutes with smash products. We deduce that the R-homology of
the Totm of the cobar construction coincides with the homotopy groups of the spectrum

Totm R⊗ (X ×B×• × Y ) � Totm((R⊗X)⊗R (R⊗B)⊗R• ⊗R (R⊗ Y )).

Note that as before we view all spaces here as unpointed so that R⊗X has the same meaning
as R⊗ Σ∞

+ X.
We recall the cotensor product: given morphisms C ′ → C and C ′′ → C in cCAlgR, the coten-

sor product C ′�CC ′′ is the fiber product in cCAlgR. As cCAlgR = CAlg(Modop
R )op, the usual

formula for the pushout of commutative algebras, i.e. the relative tensor product, translates into
the formula

C ′�CC ′′ � lim
Δ

C ′ ⊗R C⊗R• ⊗R C ′′,

which we can also use to define the cotensor products for arbitrary comodules. Thus,
limΔ C(X, B, Y ) � (R⊗X)�R⊗B(R⊗ Y ). In this language, Corollary 7.2 implies the following
result.

Corollary 7.3. If R is bounded below, the augmentation map

R⊗M → (R⊗X)�R⊗B(R⊗ Y )

is an equivalence.

Corollary 7.4. If R is connective and R⊗X is in the thick subcategory of R⊗B in R⊗
B-comodules, then the map

cSpec(R⊗M)→ cSpec(R⊗X)×cSpec(R⊗B) cSpec(R⊗ Y )

is an equivalence.

Proof. Given A ∈ CAlgcn
R , the functor

coMod(R⊗B)→ coMod(A⊗B), N �→ A⊗R N

preserves colimits and is, in particular, exact. Thus,

(R⊗X)�R⊗B(R⊗ Y )⊗R A � (A⊗X)�A⊗B(A⊗ Y ),

using that R⊗X is in the thick subcategory of R⊗B. It follows that

cSpec((R⊗X)�R⊗B(R⊗ Y ))(A) � MapcCAlgA
(A, (A⊗X)�A⊗B(A⊗ Y ))

� (cSpec(R⊗X)×cSpec(R⊗B) cSpec(R⊗ Y ))(A). �
Example 7.5. Let R be the connective cover of a complex oriented and 2-periodic E∞-ring, with
chosen isomorphism π0R

BT ∼= (π0R)[[t]]. The short exact sequence

0→ (π0R)[[t]] t−→ (π0R)[[t]]→ π0R→ 0

of topological π0R-modules dualizes to a short exact sequence of comodules

0→ π0R→ Γπ0R(1)→ Γπ0R(1)→ 0.
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As for any R-free (R⊗BT)-comodule C the map

π0 MapcoMod(R⊗BT)(C, R⊗BT)→ MapΓπ0R(1)(π0C, Γπ0R(1))

is an isomorphism, we obtain a cofiber sequence

R→ R⊗BT→ R⊗BT→ ΣR

of (R⊗BT)-comodules. This implies that R is in the thick subcategory of R⊗BT in
(R⊗BT) -comod. Using the last corollaries, we obtain equivalences

R⊗BCn
�−→ R⊗BT�R⊗BT R

cSpec(R⊗BCn) �−→ cSpec(R⊗BT)×cSpec(R⊗BT) Spec R, (3)

where the map R⊗BT→ R⊗BT is multiplication by n on BT. The first equivalence shows,
in particular, that R⊗BCn is also in the thick subcategory of R⊗BT. Thus, we obtain from
the last corollary an equivalence

cSpec(R⊗ (BCn ×BT BCm)) �−→ cSpec(R⊗BCn)×cSpec R⊗BT cSpec(R⊗BCm).

Note that (3) also implies that cSpec(R⊗BCn) � Hom(Cn, cSpec(R⊗BT)).

8. Circle-equivariant elliptic cohomology is symmetric monoidal

Given an oriented elliptic curve E over a (locally complex periodic) non-connective spectral
Deligne–Mumford stack M, our aim is to prove the following theorem.

Theorem 8.1. If X and Y are finite T-spaces, the natural map

EllT(X)⊗OE
EllT(Y )→ EllT(X × Y )

is an equivalence.

We first note that it suffices to prove the claim in the case where X and Y are T-orbits, as
EllT sends finite colimits to finite limits, and these commute with the tensor product. Moreover,
by the base change property Proposition 6.6 (in conjunction with Example 5.2) we can always
assume that M � Spec R, where R is a complex-orientable and 2-periodic E∞-ring.

As a first step, we will reformulate our claim into a statement about affine morphisms using
the following lemma.

Lemma 8.2. Let S be a non-connective spectral Deligne–Mumford stack and AffS the
∞-category of affine morphisms U → S. Then the functor

Affop
S → CAlg(QCoh(X)), (U

f−→ S) �→ f∗OU

is an equivalence. We denote the inverse by SpecS .

Proof. The proof is analogous to [Lur16, Proposition 2.5.1.2]. �
Given a representable morphism X → BT (meaning that X ×BT pt is a space), we define

EllT(X) as SpecE EllT(X ×BT pt). If X is the image of a finite space along the embedding
S → SOrb, we observe that we have an equivalence

EllT(X) � Spec RX

because the unit section Spec R→ E is affine. Noting that EllT(BCm) = E[m] and EllT(BT) = E,
our claim reduces to the following lemma.
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Lemma 8.3. The canonical map

EllT(BCm ×BT BCn)→ E[m]×E E[n]. (4)

is an equivalence for all m, n ≥ 1.

Proof. We first assume that m and n are relatively prime. One computes

BCm ×BT BCn � T/Cmn
∼= T.

Thus, the source in (4) is equivalent to SpecRT. We will construct next an equivalence

Spec(τ≥0R)T → (τ≥0E)[m]×τ≥0E (τ≥0E)[n]; (5)

base changing along SpecR→ Spec(τ≥0R) shows that (4) is an equivalence as well.
Given a morphism f : X → τ≥0E from a spectral scheme, the map X → X ×τ≥0E Ê is an

equivalence if the image of f is contained in the image of the unit section; this follows from
Ê→ τ≥0E being a monomorphism. As we can observe on underlying schemes, the image of
(τ≥0E)[m]×τ≥0E (τ≥0E)[n]→ τ≥0E is contained in the unit section. Thus,

(τ≥0E)[m]×τ≥0E (τ≥0E)[n] � (τ≥0E)[m]×τ≥0E (τ≥0E)[n]×τ≥0E Ê � Ê[m]×
Ê

Ê[n].

As the orientation provides an equivalence Ê � cSpec(τ≥0R⊗BT), we can further identify this
fiber product with

cSpec(τ≥0R⊗BCm)×cSpec(τ≥0R⊗BT) cSpec(τ≥0R⊗BCn) � cSpec(τ≥0R⊗BCm ×BT BCn)

� cSpec(τ≥0R⊗T)

using Example 7.5. The computation

cSpec(τ≥0R⊗T)(A) = cCAlgA(A, A⊗T)

� CAlgA(AT, A)

� CAlgτ≥0R((τ≥0R)T, A),

for A ∈ CAlgcn
τ≥0R shows that cSpec(τ≥0R⊗T) � Spec(τ≥0R)T. This provides the equiva-

lence (5).
For m and n general, let d be their greatest common divisor. Choose relatively prime k and

l such that m = kd and n = ld and consider the following diagram.

The front square is easily seen to be a fiber square. Concerning the back square, we have BCk ×BT

BCl � T/Ckl
∼= T. Moreover, the resulting map T→ BT has to factor through the point as

there are no non-trivial T-principal bundles on T. Thus, the back square decomposes into the
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following rectangle.

EllT(T×BCd) ��

��

EllT(T)

��
EllT(BCd)

��

�� EllT(pt)

��
EllT(BT)

[d]
�� EllT(BT)

The lower square is cartesian by definition and for the cartesianity of the upper square one just
has to observe that EllT(T×BCd) � Spec EllT(BCd)T and EllT(T) � Spec RT; thus, the back
square is cartesian. Now it remains to observe that three of the diagonal arrows are equivalences,
either by definition or the above and, hence, the arrow

EllT(BCm ×BT BCn)→ E[n]×E E[m]

is an equivalence as well. �

9. Representablity by genuine equivariant spectra

The goal of this section is to connect our treatment of equivariant elliptic cohomology to stable
equivariant homotopy theory. We let E denote an oriented spectral elliptic curve over a non-
connective spectral Deligne–Mumford stack M. For the next lemma, we fix the following notation:
we denote by ρ the tautological complex representation of T = U(1) and by en : E[n] ↪→ E the
inclusion of the n-torsion.

Lemma 9.1. Applying ẼllT to the cofiber sequence (T/T[n])+ → S0 → Sρ⊗n
results in a cofiber

sequence

(en)∗OE[n] ← OE ← OE(−en). (6)

The OE-module OE(−en) is invertible.

Proof. As en is affine, we can compute π∗(en)∗OE[n] as (en)∗π∗OE[n].11 Here, we abuse notation
to denote by en also the map of underlying classical stacks. As the underlying map of the
multiplication map [n] : E→ E is flat by [KM85, Theorem 2.3.1], the underlying stack of E[n] is
precisely the n-torsion in the underlying elliptic curve of E (cf. [Mei22, Lemma B.3]).

By definition, the map ẼllT(S0)→ ẼllT(T/T[n]+) agrees with the canonical map OE →
(en)∗OE[n]. By the above, the map π0OE → (en)∗π0OE[n] is surjective as the underlying map of
E[n]→ E is a closed immersion. Moreover, by Proposition 6.6 we can reduce to the universal
case of the universal oriented elliptic curve over M = Mor

Ell (see [Lur18b]), where both source and
target of OE → (en)∗OE[n] are even-periodic and, thus, the map OE → (en)∗OE is surjective on
homotopy groups in all degrees. In particular, its fiber ẼllT(Sρ⊗n

) is also even-periodic and its π0

agrees with the kernel of π0OE → (en)∗π0OE[n], i.e. the ideal sheaf associated with the underlying
map of en. As this sheaf is invertible, so is ẼllT(Sρ⊗n

). �
Using the universal property of equivariant stabilization, we can deduce that EllT factors

over finite T-spectra. More precisely, we denote by ST,fin the ∞-category of finite T-spaces

11 A reference is [Mei22, Lemma 2.8], at least if the underlying Deligne–Mumford stack of E is separated. The
separatedness assumption is only used at the top of [Mei22, p. 1314] and can be circumvented by choosing a
hypercover of E by disjoint unions of affines. Note that all sheaves of abelian groups satisfy hyperdescent.
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(i.e. the closure of the orbits under finite colimits) and by SpT,ω the compact objects in T-spectra
and obtain the following statement.

Proposition 9.2. We have an essentially unique factorization as follows.

ST,fin

()+
��

EllT

		����������

ST,fin
∗

Σ∞
��

ẼllT �� QCoh(E)op

SpT,ω

EllT


�

�
�

�
�

Proof. By Theorem 8.1 the functor EllT and, hence, also the functor ẼllT is symmetric monoidal.
Thus, the universal property from Corollary C.8 applies once we have checked that ẼllT sends
every representation sphere to an invertible object and every finite T-space to a dualizable
object. The first follows from Lemma 9.1 as every T-representation is a sum of tensor powers
of ρ. For the second it suffices to show that ẼllT(T/T[n]+) is dualizable for every n. This follows
again from Lemma 9.1 as it provides a cofiber sequence with ẼllT(T/T[n]+) and two invertible
quasi-coherent sheaves. �

In the following construction, we will explain how to obtain a genuine T-spectrum from
T-equivariant elliptic cohomology and also sketch the analogous process for other compact
abelian Lie groups.

Construction 9.3. Let Spω
G → Spop be a finite colimit-preserving functor. As SpG � Ind(Spω

G),
this factors over a colimit-preserving functor F : SpG → Spop. This we can also view as a right
adjoint F : Spop

G → Sp with left adjoint L. This functor is representable by R = L(S). Indeed,
the functor

Ω∞F (−) � MapSp(S, F (−)) � MapSpG
(LS,−)

is equivalent to Ω∞ of the mapping spectrum Map
SpG

(LS,−) and

FunR(Spop
G , Sp) Ω∞

−−→ FunR(Spop
G ,S)

is an equivalence by the proof of [Lur12, Corollary 1.4.4.5].
By definition, F (Σ∞G/H+) agrees with the mapping spectrum Map

SpG
(Σ∞G/H+, R), i.e.

with the fixed point spectrum RBG. Note here that we use the notation RBH for what tra-
ditionally would usually be denoted RH , the reason for which is two-fold. First, it fits well
with our philosophy that the fixed points should really be associated with the stack BH rather
than the group H (and could be viewed as the mapping spectrum from BH to R; cf. [Sch18,
Theorem 4.4.3]). Second, it avoids possible confusion between the H-fixed points of R and the
cotensor RH , where H is viewed as a topological space.

In our case, G will be T and F the composition of EllT : Spω
T → QCoh(E)op with the global

sections functor Γ: QCoh(E)→ Sp and we obtain a representing T-spectrum R. By construction,
RBH agrees with ΓEllT(T/H) and, in particular, the underlying spectrum of R agrees with the
global sections Γ(OM). Thus, R is a T-equivariant refinement of Γ(OM); in particular, if M is
the moduli stack of elliptic curve, we obtain a T-equivariant refinement of the spectrum TMF
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of topological modular forms. Moreover, we see that more generally for every finite T-space X,
the spectrum Map

SpT
(Σ∞X, R) of T-equivariant maps is equivalent to ΓEllT(X).

We will show in a sequel to this paper how to extend the argument above to Tn for n > 1,
the key point being extensions of Theorem 8.1 and Lemma 9.1 [GM]. Denoting the resulting
Tn-spectrum also by R, it is true, by definition, that the fixed points RBTn

are equivalent to
the global sections of OE×Mn . As every compact abelian Lie group embeds into a torus, we will
get by restriction more generally an equivariant elliptic cohomology spectrum for any compact
abelian Lie group.

10. The circle-equivariant elliptic cohomology of a point

Before we continue with elliptic cohomology, we need to recall the degree-shifting transfer in
equivariant homotopy theory. Recall from Corollary C.11 the equivalence of Σ∞

+ G⊗ S−L with
the Spanier–Whitehead dual DΣ∞

+ G for the tangent representation L of an arbitrary compact
Lie group G. Taking the dual of the map G+ → S0 induces thus a map

S→ DΣ∞G+ � S−L ⊗ Σ∞G+.

Mapping into a G-spectrum X and taking G-fixed points results in a further map

resG
e (SL ⊗X) � MapG(S−L ⊗ Σ∞G+, X)→ XBG,

called the degree-shifting transfer.
As in the last section, we will fix an oriented elliptic curve E over a non-connective spectral

Deligne–Mumford stack M. In the last section, we constructed a T-spectrum R with fixed points
RBT = Γ(OE) and whose underlying spectrum is Γ(OM). Leaving out resBT

e to simplify notation,
the degree-shifting transfer thus takes the form of a map ΣR→ RBT. Furthermore, the projection
p : E→ M induces a map R→ RBT, which may be seen as restriction along T→ {e}. We are
now ready for our main calculation.

Theorem 10.1. Restriction along T→ {e} and degree shifting transfer define an equivalence

R⊕ ΣR
�−→ RBT.

Proof. By the Wirthmüller isomorphism Corollary C.11, we can identify the dual of the cofiber
sequence

Σ∞T+ → S→ Σ∞Sρ

with

Σ−1Σ∞T+ ← S← Σ∞S−ρ.

As EllT is symmetric monoidal on finite T-spectra by Theorem 8.1, it preserves duals. Thus,
applying EllT and taking global sections produces a cofiber sequence

ΣR→ RBT = Γ(OE)→ Γ(OE(e)), (7)

where e : M→ E is the unit section and we use Lemma 9.1 for the identification of the last term.
Essentially, by definition, the first map is the degree shifting transfer.

We will compute Γ(OE(e)) by identifying p∗OE(e). Denoting by e0 : M0 → E0 the underlying
classical morphism of e, we have already argued in the proof of Lemma 9.1 that we can reduce
to the case where π∗OM is even and, thus, π∗OE(e) is concentrated in even degrees and the
restriction of π0OE(e) to the classical locus is OE0(e0).
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By [Del75, § 1] R1p∗OE0(e0) = 0 and the morphism OM0 → p∗OE0(e0) is an isomorphism.
By the flatness of E→ M and the projection formula,

R1p∗(π2kOE(e)) ∼= R1p∗(OE0(e0)⊗OE0
p∗π2kOM) ∼= R1p∗OE0(e0)⊗OM0

π2kOM

vanishes as well. Moreover, the higher derived images vanish as E0 is smooth of relative
dimension 1. Thus, the relative descent spectral sequence

RsπtOE(e)⇒ πt−sp∗OE(e)

is concentrated in the zero-line.12 We see that the map OM → p∗OE → p∗OE(e) is an equivalence
and, thus, taking global sections shows that R→ RBT → Γ(OE(e)) is an equivalence as well.
Hence, (7) takes the form of a split cofiber sequence

ΣR→ RBT → R. �
Remark 10.2. Intuitively the equivalence Γ(OE) � R⊕ ΣR corresponds to the fact that an elliptic
curve (say, over a field) has only non-trivial H0 and H1, both of rank 1. The appearance of a
non-trivial H1-term yields a peculiar behavior of the completion map RBT � R⊕ ΣR→ RBT. If
R is concentrated in even degrees, we see that the map factors over the standard map R→ RBT

(thus, is not injective in any sense, in contrast to the situation for equivariant K-theory). At
least implicitly, this factorization is a key ingredient for the equivariant proofs of the rigidity of
the elliptic genus as in [Ros01].

Corollary 10.3. There is an equivalence
n⊕

k=0

⊕
Pk(n)

ΣkR→ Γ(OE×n) = RBTn
,

where Pk(n) runs over all k-element subsets of {1, . . . , n} and E×n stands for the n-fold fiber
product over M.

Proof. Consider the oriented elliptic curve En → En−1 over En−1 given by projection to the first
(n− 1) coordinates, i.e. the pullback of E→ M along En−1 → M. Applying Theorem 10.1, we see
that

Γ(OE×n) � Γ(OE×(n−1))⊕ ΣΓ(OE×(n−1))

Induction yields the result. �
Example 10.4. Let M = Mor

Ell be the moduli stack of oriented elliptic curves and E be the universal
oriented elliptic curve over it (see [Lur18b, Proposition 7.2.10] and [Mei22, § 4.1] for definitions).
The stack Mor

Ell can be thought of as the classical moduli stack of elliptic curves equipped with the
Goerss–Hopkins–Miller sheaf Otop of E∞-ring spectra. In this case, R = Γ(Otop) is, by definition,
the spectrum TMF of topological modular forms. Our theory specializes to define Tn-spectra
with underlying spectrum TMF and the previous corollary computes its Tn-fixed points. Let us
comment on the fixed points for other compact abelian Lie groups.

In [Mei22] the second-named author computed the G-fixed points of TMF for G a finite
abelian group after completing at a prime l not dividing the group order, namely as a sum of
shifts of ̂TMF1(3)2 if p = 2, of ̂TMF1(2)3 if l = 3 and of T̂MFp if l > 3. In the latter case, the
result can be strengthened as follows: denote by p0 : E0 → MEll the underlying map of classical

12 One can obtain the relative descent spectral sequence, e.g., by applying π∗p∗ to the Postnikov tower of OE(e)
and observing that for a sheaf F concentrated in degree t, we have πt−sp∗F ∼= RsπtF .
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Deligne–Mumford stacks of p : E→ Mor
Ell. By [Mei22, Lemma 4.7], the morphism Hom(Ĝ, E0)→

MEll is finite and flat. Thus, (p0)∗OHom(Ĝ,E0)
is a vector bundle on MEll. After localizing at a prime

l > 3, [Mei15, Theorem A] implies that this vector bundle splits into a sum of ω⊗i = π2iOtop.
A descent spectral sequence argument shows that TMFBG

(l) = Γ(O
Hom(Ĝ,E)

)(l) splits into shifts
of TMF(l), without the assumption that l does not divide |G|. In contrast, if l = 2 or 3 and it
divides the order of the group, the computation of TMFBG

(l) is still wide open in general, though

Chua has computed recently TMFBC2

(2) (see [Chu22]).

More generally, we can consider TMFB(G×Tn) for a finite abelian group G. This coincides
with the global sections of the structure sheaf of Hom(Ĝ, E)×M En. Denoting the pullback of
E to Hom(Ĝ, E) by E′ this agrees with the n-fold fiber product of E′ over Hom(Ĝ, E). Thus,
Corollary 10.3 implies

TMFB(G×Tn) �
n⊕

k=0

⊕
Pk(n)

ΣkTMFBG.

Corollary 10.5. The TMF-module TMFBH = Γ(OEll(BH)) of H-fixed points is dualizable for
every abelian compact Lie group H.

Proof. Let M = Mor
Ell and E as in the example above. We can split H ∼= G× T , where G is

finite and T a torus of dimension n. As seen in the previous example, TMFBA splits as a sum of
suspensions of TMFBG and so it suffices to show that TMFBG is dualizable. Arguing as in [Mei22,
Proposition 2.13] this follows from Hom(Ĝ, E0)→ MEll being finite and flat, with notation as in
the previous example. �
Remark 10.6. We conjecture that TMFBG is dualizable for every compact Lie group. (Strictly
speaking, we have not defined TMFBG if G is not abelian, but this we see as the lesser problem.)
Crucial evidence is given by Lurie’s results on the finite group case, which we will summarize.

Every oriented spectral elliptic curve E over an E∞-ring A gives rise to a P-divisible group
G over A in the sense of [Lur19, Definition 2.6.1] by [Lur19, § 2.9]. By [Lur19, Notation 4.0.1],
this, in turn, gives rise to a functor AG : T op → CAlgA, where T denotes the full subcategory
of S on the spaces BH for H a finite abelian group, and [Lur19, Construction 3.2.16] allows
this to be extended to a functor on H-spaces for all finite groups H. We conjecture that the
spectrum Lurie associates to H � pt is equivalent to our spectrum Γ(OEll(BH)) and, moreover,
that these are the H-fixed points of a global spectrum A (e.g. in the sense of [Sch18]): in any
case, we denote the spectrum constructed by Lurie by ABH .

Lurie’s tempered ambidexterity theorem implies that this spectrum is a dualizable (and
even self-dual) A-module as follows: Lurie defines for every finite group H an ∞-category
LocSysG(BH). For H = e, we have LocSysG(pt) � Mod(A) and the pushforward f∗ABH of
the ‘constant local system’ along f : BH → pt corresponds to ABH under this equivalence.
Moreover, the tempered ambidexterity theorem [Lur19, Theorem 1.1.21] identifies this with
f!ABH , where f! denotes the left adjoint to the restriction functor. We compute

Map
A
(ABH , A) � Map

A
(f!ABH , A) � Map

LocSysG(BH)
(ABH , f∗A) � f∗ABH � ABH .
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Appendix A. Quotient ∞-categories

In this appendix we collect some basic results concerning quotient ∞-categories. Recall that a
quotient of an ordinary category D is a category C obtained by identifying morphisms in C by
means of an equivalence relation that is suitably compatible with composition. A quotient functor
q : D → C is necessarily essentially surjective, as C is typically taken to have the same objects as
D, though nonisomorphic objects of D may become isomorphic in C. A standard example (and
one which is important for our purposes) is the homotopy category of spaces, which is a quotient
of the ordinary category of Kan complexes by the homotopy relation.

For some of the arguments in this appendix, it will be convenient to regard

Cat∞ ⊂ Fun(Δop,S)

as a reflective subcategory of the∞-category of simplicial spaces. From this point of view, many
different simplicial spaces C• give rise to the same ∞-category C, even if we assume that the
simplicial space satisfies the Segal condition. The standard simplicial model of C is the simplicial
space C• with Cn = Map(Δn, C); up to equivalence, this is the only complete Segal space model
of C. However, we will have occasion to consider other (necessarily not complete) models as well,
especially those models which arise from restricting the space of objects along a given map.
Note that to compute the geometric realization of a simplicial object Δop → Cat∞, we may first
choose any lift to Fun(Δop,S), where the realization is computed levelwise, and then localize the
result (which amounts to enforcing the Segal and completeness conditions).

Construction A.1. Let C• : Δop → S be a simplicial space and let f : D0 → C0 be a morphism
in S. Let i : Δ≤0 → Δ denote the inclusion of the terminal object [0], and consider the unit map
C• → i∗i∗C• � i∗C0. Define a simplicial space D• : Δop → S as the following pullback.

D• ��

��

C•

��
i∗D0

�� i∗C0
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We also refer to this simplicial space as f∗C•. Observe that, more or less by construction, if C• is
additionally a Segal space, then D• is also a Segal space, and moreover that if S and T are any
pair of points in D0, then

MapD•(S, T ) � MapC•(f(S), f(T )).

In particular, D• → C• is fully faithful, and it is essentially surjective if f is π0-surjective (and
conversely if C• is additionally complete).

Thus, if f : S → C0 is any π0-surjective map of spaces, then the simplicial space f∗C• obtained
by restriction is a simplicial space model of C which satisfies the Segal condition, though it
will not be complete unless f is an equivalence (cf. [Rez01, Theorem 7.7]). In particular, we
can take S to be discrete and see that every Segal space is equivalent to one with a discrete
space of objects. Moreover, given an essentially surjective functor q : D → C, we may choose a
π0-surjection f : S → D0 and replace q by the equivalent map f∗D → (qf)∗C, which is the identity
on the (discrete) spaces of objects. If q is not essentially surjective, we can factor it into an
essentially surjective functor and an inclusion, thus obtaining a Segal space model that is an
injection on discrete spaces of objects.

Definition A.2. A morphism of ∞-categories q : D → C is a quotient functor if it is essentially
surjective and π0 MapD(s, t)→ π0 MapC(s, t) is surjective for all pairs of objects s and t of D.

In other words, q : D → C is a quotient functor if all objects and arrows of C lift to objects
and arrows of D, respectively.

Proposition A.3. A functor q : D → C is a quotient if and only if the augmented simplicial
diagram

· · · →→→
→D ×C D ×C D →→

→D ×C D →→D → C
is a colimiting cone.

Proof. First suppose that the canonical map |D×C•| → C is an equivalence. In particular, it
is essentially surjective, so that π0|D×C•|0 → π0C0 is surjective. Note that π0D0 surjects onto
π0|D×C•|0. This can be seen, for example, by using a Segal space model where D → C is injective
on discrete spaces of objects and thus Lemma A.4 implies that |D×C•| can be viewed as a Segal
space with the same set of objects as D. Thus, the composite π0D0 → π0C0 is surjective as well
and it follows that D → C is essentially surjective. We now show that D → C is also surjective
on mapping spaces. By the essential surjectivity, the map q : D → C admits a Segal space model
which is the identity on (discrete) spaces of objects S, in which case, by Lemma A.4 below,
the realization of D×C• can be computed levelwise. But then MapC(A, B) is the realization of
MapD×C•(A, B), and consequently π0 MapD×C•(A, B) surjects onto π0 MapC(A, B).

Conversely, suppose that q : D → C is a quotient functor, and consider the comparison map
|D×C•| → C. Since π0D0 → π0C0 is surjective, we may again suppose without loss of generality
that C and D admit Segal space models with same discrete space of objects S, in which case it
follows that π0|D×C•|0 ∼= π0|D×C•

0 | ∼= π0C. In particular, |D×C•| → C is essentially surjective. To
see that it is fully faithful, we use that for any π0-surjective map X → Y of spaces, the induced
map |X×Y •| → Y is an equivalence (see, e.g., [Lur09a, Corollary 7.2.1.15]). We thus compute the
mapping spaces as follows:

Map|D×C•|(A, B) � |MapD×C•(A, B)|

� |MapD(A, B)×MapC(A,B)•|
� MapC(A, B). �
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Lemma A.4. Suppose given a simplicial Segal space D• : Δop → FunSeg(Δop,S) with a constant
and discrete space of objects; that is, the functor Δop → FunSeg(Δop,S)→ S obtained by com-
posing D• with evaluation at [0] is constant with value some discrete space S ∈ τ≤0S. Then
|D•| ∈ Fun(Δop,S) is again a Segal space with object space S. Moreover, for any pair of objects
s0, s1 ∈ S, there is an equivalence Map|D•|(s0, s1) � |MapD•(s0, s1)|.

Proof. The space of objects of |D•| is again S, which is discrete. Using the fact that geometric
realization commutes with colimits and finite products, we see that for 0 < k < n,

Map(Δn, |D•|) �
∐

(s0,...,sn)∈S×[n]

Map|D•|(s0, s1)× · · · ×Map|D•|(sn−1, sn) � Map(Nn, |D•|),

where Nn � Δ1
∐

Δ0

∐
· · ·

∐
Δ0 Δ1 denotes the n-spine. It follows that |D•| satisfies the Segal

condition. The last statement is the case n = 1, which is similar, but strictly easier, as the term
involving the 1-spine N1 = Δ1 is irrelevant. �

Proposition A.5. Let D• : Δop → Cat∞ be a functor with colimit C � |D•|. Then the
projection D0 → C is a quotient functor.

Proof. Similar to the first part of the proof of Proposition A.3. �

Let C be an ∞-category with finite limits and let X ∈ C be an object. We can define a new
∞-category C[X] in which the mapping spaces

MapC[X](S, T ) � MapC(X × S, T )

are X-indexed families of maps. More precisely, we consider a functor μX : C → C given by
multiplication with X. Since X � μX(pt), this factors through the slice C/X , and we further
factor this functor as a composite

C → C[X] ⊂ C/X .

Here C[X] ⊂ C/X denotes the full subcategory consisting of those objects in the image of μX ,
and (for ease of notation) we will simply denote these objects by their name in C. This approach
has the advantage that composition is well-defined (C[X] is a full subcategory of C/X), and we
have an equivalence

MapC[X](S, T ) = MapC/X
(X × S, X × T ) � MapC(X × S, T ).

To see that this construction is natural in X, we use an auxiliary construction. Consider the
target projection p : Fun(Δ1, C)→ C. It is a cartesian fibration via pullback, since C admits
finite limits, and the straightening of this fibration is a functor Cop → Cat∞, which sends X to
C/X . In particular, given a simplicial set I and a functor f : I → C, we obtain the desired functor
Iop → Cat∞ by precomposing Cop → Cat∞ with fop.

Construction A.6. Let D be an∞-category with finite products equipped with a cosimplicial
object ΔD : Δ→ D. Let Dn := D[Δn

D] ⊂ D/Δn
D , so that we obtain a simplicial ∞-category D•,

and set C = |D•|. Then the projection q : D � D0 → C is a quotient functor.

Appendix B. Comparison of models for the global orbit category

The goal of this appendix is to compare our definition of the global orbit category Orb with
the construction in [GH07]. This is especially important because the latter one has been
compared with other models of unstable global homotopy theory in [Kör18] and [Sch20].
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As this appendix will involve point set considerations, we will use hocolim to denote a homotopy
colimit in a relative category or, equivalently, a colimit in the associated ∞-category.

The model of [GH07] of the global orbit category is based on the notion of the fat geometric
realization of a simplicial space, which we denote by ‖ − ‖. In contrast to the usual geometric
realization, ‖X•‖ is always a model for the homotopy colimit hocolimΔop X•. Segal has shown
in [Seg74, Appendix A] that the fat realization is always homotopy invariant and equivalent to
the usual realization on good spaces and, in particular, on Reedy cofibrant ones; on these it is
well-known that the geometric realization is a model of the homotopy colimit.

One usually defines the fat realizations like the geometric realizations, but one only takes
identifications along face and not along degeneracy maps. We will use the equivalent definition
as the geometric realization of the simplicial space X• that arises as the left Kan extension of X•
along Δinj → Δ, where Δinj stands for the subcategory of Δ of injections. Concretely, we have
Xn =

∐
f : [n]�[k] Xk; given α : [m]→ [n], we factor the composite to [k] as h ◦ g : [m] � [l] ↪→ [k]

and get α∗(f, x) = (g, h∗x).
Homotopically, fat realization is strong monoidal: Segal showed in [Seg74, Appendix A] that

the canonical map ‖X × Y ‖ → ‖X‖ × ‖Y ‖ is a weak equivalence and ‖pt ‖ = Δ∞ is contractible.
We claim, moreover, that fat realization is lax monoidal on the nose: the map ‖X × Y ‖ →
‖X‖ × ‖Y ‖ admits a retract r, which is induced by a retract r : X × Y → X × Y of the canonical
map; given a pair of (f : [n] � [k], x ∈ Xk) and (g : [m] � [l], y ∈ Yk), there is a unique surjection
h : [n] � [p] such that f and g factor over h and p is minimal with this property. We define
r((f, x), (g, y)) as the pair of h and the pair of images of x and y in (X × Y )p.

For a simplicial diagram C• in TopCat whose functor of objects is constant, applying the
fat realization to the mapping spaces thus defines a topological category ‖C•‖. The analogous
construction also works for simplicial diagrams in simplicial categories.

Definition B.1. Consider the category of topological groupoids as enriched over itself. Define
OrbGpd as the full enriched subcategory on the groupoids {G→→ pt} for G compact Lie. We
define the Gepner–Henriques global orbit category Orb′ as the topological category ‖OrbGpd ‖
(cf. [GH07, Remark 4.3]). Concretely, we have

MapOrb′(H, G) = ‖Map
TopGpd

(H →→ pt, G→→ pt)‖

if we identify its objects with the corresponding compact Lie groups.

To compare Orb′ with our definition of Orb, we have to investigate the precise homotopical
meaning of taking homwise fat realization of a simplicial diagram of topological categories.

For us, a functor between topological or simplicial categories is a (Dwyer–Kan) equivalence
if it is a weak equivalence on all mapping spaces and an equivalence on homotopy categories.
Homwise geometric realization and singular complex define inverse equivalences between the
relative categories TopCat and sCat. As the latter can be equipped with the Bergner model
structure, we see that both have all homotopy colimits. We moreover recall the Rezk model
structure on Fun(Δop, sSet) from [Rez01].

Proposition B.2. Let C• be a simplicial diagram in TopCat whose functor of objects is
constant. Then ‖C•‖ is a model for the homotopy colimit hocolimΔop C• in topological categories.
Furthermore, the analogous statement is true for simplicial categories.

Proof. Observe first that homwise geometric realization and singular complex define an equiv-
alence between the relative categories TopCat and sCat. As the geometric realization functor
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sSet→ Top commutes with fat realization of simplicial objects, it suffices to show the statement
for simplicial categories.

We will use the nerve functor N : sCat→ Fun(Δop, sSet) defined as follows: given a simplicial
category C, the zeroth space of NC is the set of objects, the first space is the disjoint union
over all mapping spaces and the higher ones are disjoint unions of products of composable
mapping spaces. To analyze this functor, we introduce the intermediate category SeCat of Segal
precategories, i.e. objects of Fun(Δop, sSet) whose zeroth space is discrete. In [Ber07], Bergner
writes N as a composite

sCat R−→ SeCat I−→ Fun(Δop, sSet).

The functor R is a right Quillen equivalence for a certain model structure on SeCat. The functor I
is a left Quillen equivalence from a different model structure with the same weak equivalences and
all objects cofibrant to the Rezk model structure on Fun(Δop, sSet). Thus, we see that N induces
an equivalence of relative categories between fibrant simplicial categories and Fun(Δop, sSet)
with the Rezk equivalences. In particular, N preserves and reflects homotopy colimits on fibrant
simplicial categories.

As fat realization commutes with disjoint unions and is homotopically strong symmetric
monoidal, we see that N intertwines the homwise fat realization in sCat with the levelwise fat
realization in Fun(Δop, sSet) up to levelwise equivalence of simplicial spaces. Moreover, levelwise
fat realization is a homotopy colimit for levelwise equivalences of simplicial spaces and hence also
for Rezk equivalences (as the Rezk model structure is a left Bousfield localization of the Reedy
model structure). We deduce that homwise fat realization is a homotopy colimit in simplicial
categories. �
Corollary B.3. Let C• be a simplicial diagram C• in TopCat whose functor of objects is
constant. Then N coh Sing ‖C•‖ is equivalent to hocolimΔop N coh Sing C•, where Sing and ‖ − ‖
are formed on the level of mapping (simplicial) spaces.

Proof. Applying the singular complex to the mapping spaces of a topological category results in a
fibrant simplicial category. The coherent nerve N coh preserves homotopy colimits of fibrant sim-
plicial categories (as the right derived functor of N coh defines an equivalence of ∞-categories
between simplicial categories and quasi-categories). As Sing also commutes with homotopy
colimits, the result follows from the preceding proposition. �

Our main interest in simplicial diagrams of topological categories lies in their association
with topological groupoids (and, thus, to Orb′): we can associate to a topological groupoid X• a
simplicial topological space and following [GH07] we denote by ‖X•‖ the fat realization of this
space. On the level of categories we obtain from a category enriched in topological groupoids
a simplicial diagram in topological categories with a constant set of objects. We obtain the
following further corollary.

Corollary B.4. Let C be a category enriched in topological groupoids. Let ‖C‖ be the topologi-
cal category obtained by applying ‖ − ‖ homwise. Then the associated∞-category N coh Sing ‖C‖
can alternatively be computed as follows: apply Sing homwise to C to obtain a simplicial dia-
gram in groupoid-enriched categories, take the associated∞-categories and take their homotopy
colimit.

Recall that OrbGpd is the full subcategory of the TopGpd-enriched version of TopGpd on the
objects of the form {G→→ pt} for G compact Lie. Applying Sing to the mapping groupoids results
in a simplicial object OrbGpd

• in groupoid-enriched categories whose mapping groupoids in level n
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are MapTopGpd(G×Δn →→Δn, H →→ pt). (Recall here that MapTopGpd denotes the groupoid and
not the topological groupoid of maps.) There is a corresponding simplicial object OrbStk

• whose
nth groupoid enriched category has mapping groupoids MapStk(Δn ×BG,BH). Stackification
provides a map OrbGpd

• → OrbStk
• of simplicial groupoid-enriched categories.

Lemma B.5. The map OrbGpd
• → OrbStk

• defines in each level on each mapping groupoid an
equivalence.

Proof. Let H and G be compact Lie groups. We have to show that

MapTopGpd(G×Δn →→Δn, H →→ pt)→ MapStk(Δ
n ×BG,BH)

is an equivalence of groupoids. As BH is a stack and stackification is left adjoint, the target
is equivalent to MapPre Stk(G×Δn →→Δn,BH). This groupoid is the groupoid of H-principal
bundles on {G×Δn →→Δn}: an object is a principal H-bundle on Δn with an isomorphism
between the two pullbacks to G×Δn satisfying a cocycle condition. As every principal
H-bundle on Δn is trivial, we may up to equivalence replace this groupoid by the subgroupoid
where we require the H-principal bundle on Δn to be equal to H ×Δn. This subgroupoid is
precisely MapTopGpd(G×Δn →→Δn, H →→ pt). The set of objects is Map(Δn, Hom(G, H)) and
the set of morphisms is Map(Δn, Hom(G, H)×H). �

Recall that we can view every groupoid-enriched category as a quasi-category via the Duskin
nerve NDusk; this is isomorphic to taking the homwise nerve and applying the coherent nerve.
Note further that, by construction, there is for each n a fully faithful embedding NDusk OrbStk

n →
Stk[Δn], with [Δn] as in the preceding appendix. These define a morphism of simplicial diagrams
which are constant on objects, and thus taking hocolimΔop results in a fully faithful embedding

hocolimΔop NDusk OrbStk
• → Stk∞

with image Orb, where Stk∞ is as in Definition 2.2 (cf. Lemma A.4). By composing this with
the equivalence of the preceding lemma, we obtain an equivalence

hocolimΔop NDusk OrbGpd
• → Orb .

By Corollary B.4 the source can be identified with N coh Sing Orb′, i.e. with the ∞-category
associated with Orb′. Thus, we obtain the goal of this appendix.

Proposition B.6. Stackification induces an equivalence between Orb and the ∞-category
associated with Orb′.

Appendix C. The ∞-category of G-spectra

The aim of this appendix is to introduce the∞-category of equivariant spectra, compare it with
the theory of orthogonal spectra, and deduce from Robalo’s thesis a universal property of this
∞-category. Other ∞-categorical treatments of G-spectra for (pro)finite groups G include
[Bar17] and [Nar16].

C.1 G-spaces and G-spectra
We first review a construction of ∞-categories from 1-categorical data: a relative category is
a category with a chosen class of morphisms, called weak equivalences, containing all identities
and closed under composition. To every relative category C, we can consider an ∞-category LC,
which universally inverts all weak equivalences. We recall the following functorial construction:
Let core : Cat∞ → S be the right adjoint of the inclusion (i.e. the maximal∞-subgroupoid) and
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consider the resulting functor

Cat∞ → CatΔ[1]
∞ , C �→ (core(C)→ C).

This functor preserves limits and is accessible (as the same is true for core) and, thus, the
adjoint functor theorem implies that it admits a left adjoint L∞ : CatΔ[1]

∞ → Cat∞. The universal
property of the adjunction implies that C � L∞(∅ ⊂ C)→ L∞(W ⊂ C) is a localization at W in
the sense of [Cis19, Definition 7.1.2]. Let RelCat denote the (2, 1)-category of relative categories,
weak-equivalence-preserving functors and natural isomorphisms. Viewing (2, 1)-categories as∞-
categories as before, we obtain a composite functor

RelCat→ CatΔ[1] → CatΔ[1]
∞

L∞−−→ Cat∞,

which we define to be L.
From now on let G be a compact Lie group. We denote by TopG the relative category of

(compactly generated, weak Hausdorff) topological spaces with G-action, where weak equiva-
lences are detected on fixed points for all closed subgroups H ⊂ G. We denote by SG = L TopG

the associated ∞-category.
Denote by OrbG the orbit category. This is the ∞-category associated to the full topological

subcategory of TopG on the G/H where H is a closed subgroup; equivalently, it is the full sub-∞-
category of SG on the same G/H (cf. [Lur12, Theorem 1.3.4.20]). Elmendorf’s theorem implies
that

SG → Fun(Orbop
G ,S), X �→ Map(−, X)

is an equivalence. While Elmendorf’s original article [Elm83] only showed an equivalence of
homotopy categories, this was upgraded to an equivalence of homotopy theories in [DK84]. The
precise ∞-categorical version we are stating can be found in [LNP22, Example 8.2].

There are also pointed versions: calling a G-space well-pointed if all its fixed points are well-
pointed, we denote by TopG

∗ the relative category of well-pointed topological G-spaces and by
SG
∗ the associated ∞-category. By the dual version of [Cis19, Corollary 7.6.13] or by [LNP22,

Proposition 2.3], this agrees with pointed objects in SG and, thus, SG
∗ � Fun(Orbop

G ,S∗).
Given an orthogonal G-representation V , we denote by SV its one-point compactification and

by ΣV the functor −∧SV . This defines a homotopical functor TopG
∗ → TopG

∗ . Indeed, by [Sch18,
Proposition B.1(iii)], we have (SV ∧X)H ∼= SV H ∧XH . This reduces to the non-equivariant ver-
sion, where it is well-known (see also [Sch18, p. 258]). We remark that the induced functor
SG
∗ → SG

∗ agrees with the tensor −⊗ SV in the pointwise monoidal structure on Fun(Orbop
G ,S∗).

We fix in the following an orthogonal G-representation U . In the main body of this article,
this will always be a complete universe, i.e. U is countably-dimensional and contains up to iso-
morphism every countable direct sum of finite-dimensional orthogonal G-representations. (This
always exists as shown in, e.g., [Sch18, p. 20].)

Informally speaking, we obtain the∞-category SpG
U of G-spectra by inverting all subrepresen-

tations of U on SG
∗ . More precisely, let SubU be the poset of finite-dimensional subrepresentations

of U . We define a (pseudo-)functor T : SubU → RelCat sending each V to TopG
∗ . Given an

inclusion V ⊂W , we denote by W − V the orthogonal complement of V in W and define

the relative functor T (V ⊂W ) as TopG
∗

ΣW−V

−−−−→ TopG
∗ . In particular, this induces a functor

LT : SubU → Cat∞.
By its characterization as a functor category, SG

∗ is presentable, and for each V ⊂W , the
functor LT (V ⊂W ) is a left adjoint with right adjoint ΩW−V . As by Illman’s theorem [Ill83,
Corollary 7.2], SW−V has the structure of a finite G-CW-complex, ΩW−V : SG

∗ → SG
∗ preserves
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filtered colimits (as can, for example, be shown by induction over the cells) and, hence, ΣW−V

preserves compact objects. Thus, LT can be seen as taking values in the ∞-category Catω
∞

of compactly generated ∞-categories and compact-object-preserving left adjoints. (We refer to
[Heu21, Appendix A] for a quick overview of compactly generated ∞-categories.)

Definition C.1. The ∞-category SpG
U of G-spectra is the colimit over LT in Catω

∞. If U is a
complete universe, we write SpG for SpG

U . We denote the map SG
∗ → SpG

U corresponding to the
subspace 0 ⊂ U by Σ∞.

By [Heu21, Lemma A.4], we can write the compact objects in SpG
U as the idempo-

tent completion of colimSubU (SG
∗ )ω, where (SG

∗ )ω are the compact objects and the colimit
is taken in ∞-categories. Thus, SpG

U agrees with the ind-completion of this colimit [Lur09a,
Proposition 5.5.7.8]. If U is countably-dimensional, we can find a cofinal map N→ SubU and,
furthermore, the map from the underlying graph of N to the nerve of N is cofinal (using, e.g.,
[Lur09a, Corollary 4.1.1.9]), making this colimit particularly easy to understand.

Another perspective on this colimit is as the limit over Subop
U of the diagram TR with

TR(V ⊂W ) = (SG
∗

ΩV ⊥
−−−→ SG

∗ ) (see [Lur09a, Proposition 5.5.7.6, Remark 5.5.7.7]). This way we
also see that the colimit defining SpG

U agrees with the corresponding colimit in the ∞-category
PrL of presentable ∞-categories.

C.2 Comparison to orthogonal spectra
We want to compare our definition of G-spectra with the (maybe more traditional) definition via
orthogonal spectra. Thus, let SpG

O be the relative category of G-objects in orthogonal spectra,
whose weak equivalences are the stable equivalences with respect to a complete universe U
(which we will fix from now on). We refer to [HHR16], [Sch14], [MM02], and [Sch18] for general
background on equivariant orthogonal spectra. We will use the stable model structure from
[MM02, § III.4].

Lemma C.2. The ∞-category L SpG
O is compactly generated.

Proof. The ∞-category L SpG
O has all colimits and these can be computed as homotopy colimits

in SpG
O (see [Lur09a, § 4.2.4]). By [Lur09a, Proposition 5.4.2.2] it thus suffices to obtain a set of

compact objects generating SpG
O under filtered homotopy colimits.

To that purpose we first choose a set C′ of pointed G-spaces such that every pointed finite
G-CW complex is isomorphic to an object in C′. We define C as the set of all Σ−V Σ∞X for X ∈ C′
and V an orthogonal subrepresentation of the universe U . Here, Σ−V Σ∞X = FV (X) with FV

being the left adjoint to the evaluation evV from SpG
O to pointed G-spaces. As in [HHR16, B.4.3],

we can pick a cofinal map N→ SubU with images Vn and an arbitrary orthogonal G-spectrum
E to form zig-zags

Σ−VnΣ∞E(Vn) �←− Σ−Vn+1Σ∞ΣVn+1−VnE(Vn+1)→ Σ−Vn+1Σ∞E(Vn+1),

all mapping to E. Pasting the zig-zags and taking the homotopy colimit produces an equivalence
hocolim Σ−VnΣ∞E(Vn)→ E (as one sees by taking homotopy groups). Each E(Vn), in turn, can
be written as a filtered colimit in SG

∗ of finite G-CW complexes and, thus, each Σ−VnΣ∞E(Vn)
as a filtered colimit of objects in C. �

We remark that Σ∞ : TopG
∗ → SpG

O is homotopical by [Sch18, Proposition 3.1.44]. Thus, Σ∞

descends to a functor SG
∗ → L SpG

O.
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Lemma C.3. Given X, Y ∈ SG,ω
∗ , the zig-zag

colimV ∈SubU MapSG∗ (ΣV X, ΣV Y )

��

MapL SpG
O
(Σ∞X, Σ∞Y ) �� colimV ∈SubU MapL SpG

O
(Σ∞ΣV X, Σ∞ΣV Y )

consists of equivalences.

Proof. The horizontal map is an equivalence as Σ∞ commutes with ΣV and the latter defines an
equivalence on L SpG

O.
For the other equivalence recall that the fibrant objects in the stable model structure

are the G-Ω-spectra, i.e. the orthogonal G-spectra Z such that the adjoint structure maps
Z(V )→ ΩW Z(V ⊕W ) are G-equivalences for all representations V, W . One checks that the
orthogonal G-spectrum (ΣV Y )′ given by (ΣV Y )′n = hocolimV ′∈SubU ΩV ′

ΣV ′+nΣV Y defines a
fibrant replacement for Σ∞ΣV Y . Moreover, we can assume that X is a G-CW complex so
that Σ∞ΣV X is cofibrant. Thus, we can compute MapL SpG

O
(Σ∞ΣV X, Σ∞ΣV Y ) as the mapping

space in the topological category of orthogonal G-spectra between Σ∞ΣV X and (ΣV Y )′. As Σ∞

is adjoint to taking the zeroth space, this agrees with

MapSG∗ (ΣV X, hocolimV ′∈SubU ΩV ′
ΣV ′

ΣV Y ) � colimV ′∈SubU MapSG∗ (ΣV ′⊕V X, ΣV ′⊕V Y ).

The map

colimV ∈SubU MapSG∗ (ΣV X, ΣV Y )→ colimV,V ′∈SubU MapSG∗ (ΣV ′⊕V X, ΣV ′⊕V Y )

is clearly an equivalence. �
Proposition C.4. There is an equivalence SpG � L SpG

O.

Proof. Analogously to the functor T : SubU → RelCat considered before, we can consider a
(pseudo-)functor T ′ : SubU → RelCat that sends each V to SpG

O and each inclusion V ⊂W to
ΣW−V , with W − V the orthogonal complement of V in W . (The functors ΣW−V : SpG

O → SpG
O

are indeed homotopical by [Sch18, Proposition 3.2.19].) As ΣW−V : SpG
O → SpG

O defines an equiv-
alence of associated ∞-categories, we can identify the colimit of LT ′ : SubU → Catω

∞ with
L SpG

O.
As ΣW−V Σ∞ is canonically isomorphic to Σ∞ΣW−V , we see that Σ∞ defines a natural

transformation T ⇒ T ′. Taking colimits of the associated natural transformation LT ⇒ LT ′

(with values in Catω
∞), we obtain a functor F : SpG → L SpG

O in Catω
∞.

By definition, precomposing F with the map ιV : SG
∗ → SpG associated with a subrepre-

sentation V ⊂ U , sends some X ∈ SG
∗ up to equivalence to Σ−V Σ∞X (as all choices of V -fold

desuspensions are equivalent). As such orthogonal spectra generate L SpG
O via colimits, SpG has

all colimits and F preserves them, we see that F is essentially surjective.
As SpG is compactly generated, every object in SpG is a filtered colimit of objects of the

form ιV (X) with X ∈ SG
∗ compact. As a mapping space in a filtered colimit of ∞-categories is

just the filtered colimit of mapping spaces,13 we can identify the map

MapSpG(ιV (X), ιV (Y ))→ MapL SpG
O
(FιV (X), F ιV (Y ))

13 One easy way of seeing this is by identifying the mapping space between X and Y in some ∞-category C with

the fiber product pt×C∂Δ1 CΔ1
in Cat∞, where the map pt → C∂Δ1

classifies (X, Y ). As both ∂Δ1 and Δ1 are
compact in Cat∞, the result follows.
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with the natural map from colimV ⊂W∈SubU MapSG∗ (ΣW−V X, ΣW−V Y ) to

colimV ⊂W∈SubU MapL SpG
O
(Σ∞ΣW−V X, Σ∞ΣW−V Y ) � MapL SpG

O
(Σ−V Σ∞X, Σ−V Σ∞X),

which is an equivalence by the previous lemma. Thus, F is fully faithful. �

C.3 Symmetric monoidal structures and universal properties
Next, we want to deduce a symmetric monoidal universal property for SpG. Recall to that
purpose that an object X of a symmetric monoidal ∞-category is called symmetric if the cyclic
permutation map acting on X ⊗X ⊗X is homotopic to the identity.

Lemma C.5. Let G be a compact Lie group and V an orthogonal G-representation. Then SV

is symmetric in G-spaces.

Proof. We can write V as
⊕

i W
⊕ni
i , where the Wi are irreducible. By Schur’s lemma the group

of G-equivariant automorphisms AutG(V ) of V is isomorphic to
∏

i GLniki, where ki = R, C
or H. Thus, π0 AutG V is a finite product of Z/2. As the cyclic permutation σ : V ⊕3 → V ⊕3 is
of order 3, we see that σ is in the path-component of the identity in AutG(V ). Taking one-
point compactifications, we see that the cyclic permutation of SV ∧SV ∧SV is homotopic to the
identity. �

Recall that a symmetric monoidal ∞-category is presentably symmetric monoidal if it is
presentable and the tensor products commutes in both variables with colimits. (Equivalently, it
is a commutative algebra in the ∞-category PrL of presentable ∞-categories.) Robalo shows in
[Rob15, Proposition 2.9 and Corollary 2.20] the following.

Theorem C.6. Let C be a presentably symmetric monoidal category and X ∈ C a symmetric
object. Let StabX C be the colimit of

C ⊗X−−→ C ⊗X−−→ · · ·

in PrL. Then C → StabX C refines to a symmetric monoidal functor and for any other presentably
symmetric monoidal ∞-category D and a symmetric monoidal left adjoint F : C → D, sending
X to an invertible object, there is an essentially unique factorization over a symmetric monoidal
left adjoint StabX C → D. Moreover, the resulting square

C ��

F

��

StabX C

��� � � � � �

��

D �� StabF (X)D

consists of two commutative triangles.

Proof. Everything except for the last statement is directly contained in the cited statements
of [Rob15]. For the last statement, we have to open up slightly the box of proofs. In [Rob15,
Proposition 2.1] Robalo shows the existence of a left adjoint L⊗C⊗,X

to the inclusion of presentably
stable symmetric monoidal ∞-categories under C where X acts invertibly to all presentably
stable symmetric monoidal ∞-categories under C. The symmetric monoidal functor F induces
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the following commutative diagram.

C

F

��

�� L⊗C⊗,X
(C) � ��

�����
�

�
�

�

L⊗C⊗,X
(StabX C)

� ��

��

StabX C

��

D
� �� L⊗C⊗,X

(D)
� �� L⊗C⊗,X

(StabF (X)D)
� �� StabF (X)D

The functor StabX C → D is the composite of the inverses of the two upper horizontal arrows
and the diagonal arrow. The statement follows from the commutativity of the two triangles in
the diagram, which follows, in turn, from the triangle identity of adjoints. �

This theorem does not directly apply to our situation, as we do not invert just a single
object, but SV for all (irreducible) finite-dimensional representations V . We nevertheless obtain
the following.

Corollary C.7. The functor Σ∞ : SG
∗ → SpG refines to a symmetric monoidal functor. More-

over, for any symmetric monoidal left adjoint F : SG
∗ → D into a presentably symmetric monoidal

∞-category D such that F (SV ) is invertible for every irreducible G-representation V , there is an
essentially unique symmetric monoidal left adjoint F : SpG → D with an equivalence FΣ∞ � F .

Proof. Choose irreducible orthogonal G-representations V1, V2, . . . such that every irreducible
G-representation is isomorphic to exactly one of these. Then SpG can be identified with the
directed colimit

SG
∗ → StabSV1 SG

∗ → StabSV2 StabSV1 SG
∗ → · · ·

in PrL.
The forgetful functor from presentably symmetric monoidal ∞-categories under SG

∗ to PrL

preserves filtered colimits. Inductively, we see by the previous theorem that all the map-
ping spaces from StabSVn · · ·StabSV1 SG

∗ to D, computed in presentably symmetric monoidal
∞-categories under SG

∗ , are contractible, and thus the same is true if we go the colimit. �

The result we actually use will rather be a version for small categories. For this we denote by
SG,fin
∗ the subcategory of SG

∗ of finite G-spaces, i.e. the subcategory generated by finite colimits
from the orbits G/H+ for all closed subgroups H ⊂ G. Moreover, SpG,ω denotes the ∞-category
of (retracts of) finite G-spectra, i.e. the compact objects in SpG. It is easy to see that the
functor Σ∞ : SG

∗ → SpG restricts to a functor Σ∞ : SG,fin
∗ → SpG,ω. Analogously, we can define

an ∞-category SG,fin of unpointed finite G-CW-complexes and obtain a functor SG,fin → SG,fin
∗

by adjoining a disjoint base point. The composition of these functors will be denoted by Σ∞
+ .

Corollary C.8. Let D be a presentably symmetric monoidal ∞-category and F : SG,fin
∗ →

Dop be a symmetric monoidal functor that preserves finite colimits, sends every object to a
dualizable object, and every representation sphere to an invertible object. Then F factors over
Σ∞ : SG,fin

∗ → SpG,ω to produce a finite-colimit-preserving functor SpG,ω → Dop.

Proof. Denote by Ddual the dualizable objects in D. Dualizing yields a symmetric monoidal
functor

F ′ : SG,fin
∗ → Ddual,op → Ddual ⊂ D.

The functor F ′ factors over SG,fin
∗ → Ind(SG,fin

∗ ) � SG
∗ , yielding a colimit-preserving symmetric

monoidal functor SG
∗ → D. Applying the previous corollary, this factors over a functor SpG → D,
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which we can restrict again to SpG,ω. The compact objects agree with the dualizable objects and
thus dualizing once more yields the result. �

We want to compare the symmetric monoidal structure defined on SpG above with the
symmetric monoidal structure coming from the category SpG

O of orthogonal spectra. For that
purpose we want to recall how to pass from a symmetric monoidal model category to a symmetric
monoidal ∞-category. This was already discussed in [Lur12, § 4.1.7] and [NS18, Appendix A],
but we sketch a more elementary treatment (suggested to us by Daniel Schäppi). The starting
point is a symmetric monoidal relative category (C,W,⊗), i.e. a symmetric monoidal category
with a subcategory of weak of equivalences W such that c⊗ d→ c′ ⊗ d is a weak equivalence
if c→ c′ is. We will assume that W contains all objects and satisfies 2-out-of-6; this implies, in
particular, that W contains all isomorphisms. An important class of examples is the category of
cofibrant objects in a symmetric monoidal model category.

As sketched in [Seg74, § 2], every symmetric monoidal category defines a functor Γop → Cat,
sending 0 to the terminal category and satisfying the Segal condition. In case of a symmetric
monoidal relative category, this lifts to a functor Γop → RelCat into the category of relative
categories and weak-equivalence-preserving functors. This satisfies the Segal conditions both on
underlying categories and categories of weak equivalences. The localization functor L : RelCat→
Cat∞ preserves products [Cis19, Proposition 7.1.13]. Thus, composing our functor Γop → RelCat
with L we obtain a functor from Γop into Cat∞ satisfying the Segal conditions and, thus, defining
a symmetric monoidal ∞-category (see [Lur12, Remark 2.4.2.2, Proposition 2.4.2.4]).

Going back to equivariant homotopy theory, we consider again the stable model structure
of [MM02, § III.4] on SpG

O. The stable model structure satisfies the pushout-product axiom with
respect to the smash product [MM02, Proposition III.7.5] and its unit S is cofibrant: thus, its
category SpG,cof

O of cofibrant objects defines a symmetric monoidal relative category and L SpG,cof
O

obtains the structure of a symmetric monoidal ∞-category.

Proposition C.9. The equivalence in Proposition C.4 refines to a symmetric monoidal equiv-
alence between SpG with the symmetric monoidal structure from Corollary C.7 and L SpG,cof

O �
L SpG

O with the symmetric monoidal structure induced by the smash product.

Proof. By definition of the generating cofibrations in [MM02, § III.2] one observes that the sus-
pension spectrum functor Σ∞ : TopG

∗ → SpG
O preserves cofibrant objects, where we consider on

TopG
∗ the model structure where fibrations and weak equivalences are defined to be those maps

that are fibrations and weak equivalences, respectively, on fixed points for all subgroups. As Σ∞

is strong symmetric monoidal, we see that the resulting functor SG
∗ → L SpG

O is strong symmetric
monoidal again (since it defines a natural transformation of functors from Γop).

As the smash product on SpG
O commutes in each variable with colimits and colimits in L SpG

O

can be computed as homotopy colimits in SpG
O, the induces symmetric monoidal structure on

L SpG
O commutes with colimits in both variables. As, moreover, Σ∞ sends all representation

spheres to invertible objects, the universal property Corollary C.7 yields a symmetric monoidal
functor SpG → L SpG,cof

O . The last part of Theorem C.6 implies that the underlying functor
of ∞-categories agrees up to equivalence with the equivalence we have constructed in
Proposition C.4 (once restricted to cofibrant objects). �

C.4 The Wirthmüller isomorphism
As a last point we want to state the Wirthmüller isomorphism. Note to that purpose that for every
compact Lie group G and every closed subgroup H ⊂ G the restriction functor SpG → SpH has
two adjoints, which we denote by G+ ⊗H − and Map

H
(G+,−). We need these adjoints only on
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the level of homotopy categories, where they are well-known, e.g., by comparing with orthogonal
spectra.

Theorem C.10 (Wirthmüller). Let L = TeHG/H be the tangent G-representation. Then there
is for every X ∈ SpH an equivalence G+ ⊗H X → Map

H
(G+, SL ⊗X).

References include [May03] and [Sch18, § 3.2]. (While the latter constructs in (3.2.6) only the
Wirthmüller map on the level of homotopy groups, it is clear the same construction defines it as
a transformation of homology theories. As the G-stable homotopy category is a Brown category
[HPS97, Example 1.2.3b, § 4.1], this can be lifted to a map in SpG.) The special case we need is
as follows.

Corollary C.11. Let L be the tangent representation of G. Then there is an equivalence
between Σ∞G+ ⊗ S−L and the Spanier–Whitehead dual DΣ∞G+.

This special case can also be seen as special cases of equivariant Atiyah duality [LMSM86,
Theorem III.5.1].

Appendix D. Spectral algebraic geometry of the big étale site

The purpose of this appendix is to establish a few facts that are necessary to work with the big
étale site. Before we recall its definition, we need the following definition.

Definition D.1. Call a morphism f : Y → Z of spectral Deligne–Mumford stacks 0-quasi-
separated if it is quasi-compact and n-quasi-separated if the diagonal Δf : Y → Y ×Z Y is
(n− 1)-quasi-separated. If Y → Spec S is n-quasi-separated, we say that Y is n-quasi-separated.

Note that being 1-quasi-separated agrees per definition with being quasi-separated. As will
follow from the next lemma, the notion of being n-quasi-separated is moreover closely related to
being n-quasi-compact in the sense of [Lur16]: a spectral Deligne–Mumford stack Y is k-quasi-
separated for all 0 ≤ k ≤ n if and only if it is n-quasi-compact (cf. [Lur16, Proposition 2.3.6.2]).

Lemma D.2. Let f : Y → Z be a morphism of spectral Deligne–Mumford stacks and let n ≥ 0.

(1) Being n-quasi-separated is local in the étale topology on the target and closed under base
change. Moreover, it is closed under composition and under products.

(2) Every spectral affine scheme is n-quasi-separated for all n.
(3) If Z is affine, f is n-quasi-separated if and only if Y is n-quasi-separated.
(4) The morphism f is n-quasi-separated if and only if Spec A×Z Y is n-quasi-separated for all

Spec A→ Y. In fact, it suffices to check against an étale cover.
(5) The stack Y is (n + 1)-quasi-separated if and only if for all n-quasi-separated U and V , the

fiber product U ×Y V is n-quasi-separated.

Proof. That being n-quasi-separated is local in the étale topology, closed under base change and
products follows inductively from the corresponding statement for quasi-compact morphisms
[Lur16, Proposition 2.3.3.1, Corollary 2.3.5.3, and Example 6.3.3.6]. For composition, note that
for a morphism g : X→ Y, the morphism X×Y X→ X×Z X is a base change of Δf : Y → Y ×Z Y.

Thus, if Δf and Δg are (n− 1)-quasi-separated, so is the composite X
Δg−−→ X×Y X→ X×Z X,

using induction (see [Lur16, Corollary 2.3.5.2] for the case n = 0). This yields part (1).
By induction, one shows that morphisms between affine schemes are n-quasi-separated for all

n, giving part (2). Assume that point (3) holds for a given n and that Z is affine. Then Y → Z is
(n + 1)-quasi-separated if and only if SpecA×Y Spec A→ Spec A×Z Spec A is n-quasi-separated
for all SpecA→ Y that are part of an étale cover. By induction, this is true if and only if
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Spec A×Y Spec A is n-quasi-separated. This happens if and only if Y itself is (n + 1)-quasi-
separated. This yields part (3).

Point (4) follows from parts (1) and (3). The pullback square

U ×Y V ��

��

U × V

��
Y �� Y × Y

shows that point (5) follows from parts (1) and (4). �
Recall from the conventions that we assumed all our spectral Deligne–Mumford stacks to

be locally noetherian and n-quasi-separated for all n ≥ 1. For clarity, we will be explicit about
these conventions in this appendix and not assume them implicitly. It will be established in
the proof of Lemma D.5 that every quasi-separated spectral scheme and every quasi-separated
spectral Deligne–Mumford 1-stack with a quasi-separated diagonal is n-quasi-separated for all
n ≥ 1. Thus, this condition is rather mild and forms a natural higher analogue of the usual quasi-
separatedness condition. In particular, it is fulfilled by the (connective cover) of the moduli stack
of oriented spectral elliptic curves, which underlies TMF .

Let M be a (locally noetherian) spectral Deligne–Mumford stack that is n-quasi-separated
for all n. Recall from Definition 5.3 that its big étale site is defined to consist of all spectral
Deligne–Mumford stacks that are almost of finite presentation over M and n-quasi-separated
for all n ≥ 1. (Local noetherianity of objects in the big étale site is automatic if M is locally
noetherian by [Lur16, Remark 4.2.0.4].) This ∞-category has all pullbacks. Indeed, as observed
above, being n-quasi-separated for all n ≥ 1 is preserved by pullbacks. For being almost of finite
presentation, use [Lur12, Corollary 7.4.3.19]. With the étale topology, the big étale site thus
becomes indeed a site and we define Shv(M) as the ∞-category of space-valued sheaves on the
big étale site. To establish that Shv(M) is an ∞-topos, we need to establish that the big étale
site is a small ∞-category (which is the whole reason for imposing a finiteness condition). For
this, in turn, we first need the following result of general interest.

Lemma D.3. Let P be a property of morphisms of spectral Deligne–Mumford stacks that is
étale-local on the target, and denote for any spectral Deligne–Mumford stack M by SpDMP

/M the

∞-category of morphisms N→ M in P. Then M �→ SpDMP
/M satisfies étale hyperdescent. This

applies, in particular, to the functor sending M to its big étale site.

Proof. Let Ŝ be the very large ∞-category of large spaces and denote by X = Ŝhvét(Aff, Ŝ) the
very large∞-topos of large étale hypersheaves on spectral affine schemes. Let U• → M be a hyper-
cover of a spectral Deligne–Mumford stack. Since X is hypercomplete, this defines a colimiting
diagram in X . By descent in ∞-topoi, this implies that X/M → lim•∈ΔX/U• is an equivalence.
Since the functor of points functor from the ∞-category of spectral Deligne–Mumford stacks
SpDM to X is fully faithful [Lur16, Proposition 1.6.4.2], we see that SpDMP

/M → lim•∈Δ SpDMP
/U•

is fully faithful. For essential surjectivity, we need to show first that for a morphism N→ M in
X , the functor N is spectral Deligne–Mumford if U0 ×M N is. This follows since U0 ×M N→ N
is an étale cover, which we can precompose with an étale cover from a disjoint union of affines.
Essential surjectivity follows now since P is étale-local on the target.

Since being almost of finite presentation is a property that is étale on the target by [Lur16,
Example 6.3.3.6(11,13)], the last point follows as well. �
Lemma D.4. Given a locally noetherian non-connective spectral Deligne–Mumford stack M that
is n-quasi-separated for all n ≥ 1, its big étale site is an essentially small ∞-category.
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Proof. Recall from [Lur12, Proposition 7.2.4.27(4)] that for a connective E∞-ring A, a connective
E∞-A-algebra B is almost of finite presentation if each of its truncations τ≤nB is a compact
object of τ≤n CAlgA. As the ∞-category of compact objects in CAlgA is essentially small and
B � limn τ≤nB, we see that the full subcategory of CAlgA consisting of those connective algebras
almost of finite presentation is essentially small as well.

For the general case, we may assume that M is a spectral Deligne–Mumford stack. By
Lemma D.3, formation of the big étale site satisfies hyperdescent. Choosing a hypercover by
disjoint unions of affines reduces to the case M = Spec A. By definition, we see that for every
étale map Spec B → Z for Z almost of finite presentation over SpecA, the A-algebra B must be
almost of finite presentation over A. Thus, there is up to equivalence only a set of possible hyper-
covers of some Z almost of finite presentation over SpecA such that each stage is a finite union
of affines. As we can recover Z as the geometric realization of the hypercover (e.g. in étale hyper-
sheaves, as in the proof of Lemma D.3) and Z is quasi-compact by [Lur16, Propositions 2.3.1.2
and 2.3.5.1], this proves the lemma. �

Let M = (M,OM) be a spectral Deligne–Mumford stack. Our final goal for this appendix is
to compare M and Shv(M). By the definition of a spectral Deligne–Mumford stack, for every
U ∈M, the pair consisting of the slice topos M/U and the restriction of OM to it is a spectral
Deligne–Mumford stack. By the definition of étale morphisms ([Lur16, § 1.4.10]), these are (up
to equivalence) precisely the spectral Deligne–Mumford stacks that are étale over M. If M is
n-quasi-separated for all n ≥ 1, then Y ∈M lies in the big étale site of M if Y is n-quasi-separated
for all n ≥ 0. Indeed, by [Lur16, Proposition 2.3.1.2] étale morphisms are automatically locally
almost of finite presentation. If M is an n-stack, denote by Mét the full subcategory of M on
these objects which are additionally n-truncated. Recall that M is an n-stack if M(Spec R) is
n-truncated for all classical rings R. The restriction of the canonical topology on M defines a
topology on Mét.

Lemma D.5. Let M be a spectral Deligne–Mumford n-stack. Then restriction defines an
equivalenceM� Shv(M) � Shv(Mét).

Proof. We claim that every n-stack Y is (n + 2)-quasi-separated. Indeed, since U ×Y V is an
(n− 1)-stack for affines U and V mapping to Y, we can assume that Y is a 0-stack, i.e. a spectral
algebraic space. Thus, Δ: Y → Y × Y induces on each classical affine Spec R an injection of
sets; hence, ΔΔ : Y → Y ×Y×Y Y induces an isomorphism on every classical Spec R and is, thus,
an isomorphism on 0-truncations. In particular, it is quasi-compact and, hence, Y is 2-quasi-
separated.

Denote by M≤n ⊂M the full subcategory on n-truncated objects and by Mk
≤n ⊂

M≤n the further full subcategory of m-quasi-separated objects for every m ≥ k. By [Lur16,
Lemma 1.4.7.7], every n-truncated object inM defines an n-stack and, thus,M≤n =Mn+2

≤n . By
the comparison lemma for Grothendieck topologies [Hoy14, Lemma C.3],Mk

≤n ⊂Mk+1
≤n defines

an equivalence on∞-categories of sheaves, for every k: indeed, the crucial property is that every
X ∈Mk+1

≤n has a cover by Ui ∈Mk
≤n (one can take Ui to be affine by [Lur16, Proposition 1.4.7.9])

and that Ui ×X Uj ∈Mk
≤n (as follows from X being (k + 1)-quasi-separated). Thus, we obtain

a chain of equivalences

Shv(M0
≤n) � · · · � Shv(Mn+2

≤n ) = Shv(M≤n) �M.

The last equivalence follows from [Lur16, Proposition 1.6.8.5]. �
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Thus, restriction along the inclusion of Mét into the big étale site defines for any spectral
Deligne–Mumford n-stack M = (M,OM) (that is locally noetherian and k-quasi-separated for
all k ≥ 1) a geometric morphism Shv(M)→M.
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